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OF LAND IN MEXICO. JACK JOHNSON'S ONE
more water than rightfully belongs to seps fell from a wound in the thigh.
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half by Mrs.
an irrigation proposition is very apt De Poligny quarreled in a citrous some state of Tepic, Mexico. It is the inten- day and will take charge of Jack John- of town institutions. The examina- havings been; donated
to do so on the basis of the size of his weeks ago. De Poligny is lame and tion of the new owners to improve the son's training table. Johnson's one tion of the firm's affairs are now un- Walter Hadley- - and the ot!her half by
water filing, which has been approved in their first duel, after a round of land and sell it to American farmers. worry now is dissipated. He covered der way, but according to Vice Presi- the citizens of ; Albuquerque. Hadin the office of a state or territorial sword play in which neither was in- There ar 3,500,000 acres in the prop- twelve miles on the road this morning dent Perkins of the Xational Com- ley hall was considered by many
jured, pistols were called for and six erty. The consideration was $7,000,-00- j at a brisk pace. His weight was 218 mercial bank, the company is "hopeor two dollars per acre.
(Continued on Page Eight.)
shots were exchanged without result.
when he returned.
lessly involved."
(Continued on Page Eight.)

Governor Mills and Adjutant General A. S. Brookes and military staff
left bright and early this forenoon for
Roswell, going via the New Mexico
Central railway to Torrance where
they take, several automobiles for the
Magic City of the Pecos valley where
they expect to arrive early this evening." They will stay severeal days during which Governor Mills will deliver
the commencement address at the
He
New Mexico Military Institute.
returned Saturday evening from Raton, where he was given an especially cordial reception.
U. S. Geological Engineer on Bond
With Water Filings.
W. B. Freeman, of Denver, district
engineer of the U. S. Geological Survey, was in consultation with Territorial Engineer Vernon L. Sullivan
this forenoon on irrigation matters. He
spoke as follows to a representative
of tihe New Mexican on the recent ruling of the engineer of this territory requiring bond to accompany water fi-

A score and a half of Masons from
all over the territory have arrived in
the city to attend the fourth annual
reunion of the Ancient and Accepted
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry of the
Valley of Santa Fe and Orient of New
Mexico which began here this morn-

The funeral of Miss Pilarcita Orliz,
of the most beautiful and popular
young ladies in the city and formerly
a teacher at Santa Cruz, took place
ibis morning and brought to light the
r.ad ending of a romance. It is stated
today on the best authority that Miss
Oitiz, who was the daughter of Former County Treasurer and Mrs. Gabino Ortiz of this city, was engaged to
martin1, to Former Assessor Marce- A. Oitiz, the well known real es- t tie man f this city and that the date
of the wedding had been set for June

Washington, D. C, May
which some British delegates
publicly heaped on the Washington
committee in the churches yesterday
for barring negro delegates of the District of Columbia from the mammoth
parade last Friday has stirred up a
row in the World's Sixth Sunday
School Convention and it is not improbable that the question will be
carried to the floor of the convention.
the criticising
With two exceptions
sermons were preached by white men.
Wrinkles Smoothed Out.
Washington, May 2::. All wrinkles
formed by the color line criticisms
were smoothed out today when Booker T. Washington was made a life
member of (he organization and the
necessary subscription of $1,000 was
promptly pledged, mostly by members
from southern states.
Investigating Price of Lumber.
May 23. The departWashington
ment of justice is investigating the
subject of the price of lumber in the
United States with a view to determinluming whether or not the
ber trust may be reached by the Sherman anti-trulaw on the ground that
it is a combination in restraint of
trade.
O'Conner Appointed Surveyor General.
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Wheat

Old

Bobolink
GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS
ALL CASH PURCHASES

WITH

Winter Grocery
y
F.

toutheast Corner Plaza, Santa

Co.

Telephone

No. 40
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tJifS:

SEE FOR YOURSELF

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF

Jewelry, Silverware, Decorated China, Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony
Goods.
ER

JEWELER

for every figure.

c

At last he died, as others do.
,
Xobody wept; no one felt blue-His monument is grand and fine.
And on it is engraved the line:
"He shaved himself."
v;i efuii .journal.

Perfect Jit that means comfort
and coolness custom style that
gives a smart, dressy effect.
You are sure of getting

AliRinD PITV' THDiPQ
'KM IUU
Ul

1 IfJIIlU

vv v.V VVVVV

.

both these features in your
summer footwear if you
come to us for a pair of

Denver, Colo.. May 2:!..
The forecast is fair weather
llignt and Tuesday with rising

Death of Well Known Citizen
.Maes, aged si 2 years, died at Ia.s
Vegas.
Smallpox at Steins A case of small
pox has been quarantined at Steins.
Grant county. The victim is a child.
Boer Sells His Misilla Valley Farm
General O. A. Snynian of the Boer
army, has sold his ranch near Berino
in the Misilla valley to L. C. Barlow,
of Carrizoz for $18,000.
Navajo Kills a Bear A Navajo Indian killed a bear fifteen miles north
of Gallup and sold ihe meat to a Gal
lup butcher who found readv' custom- ers for
Issued A mar-!1""Marnage License
nass license has been issued to Can-- ;
dida Jaramillo, aged 22 years, and Cosine Aragon, aged 2:! years, both of
San Pablo. San Miguel county.
Masons Will Attend Concert The
Masons and guests will attend the
concert in the public library assembly
room in a body. For that reason, the
concert will not begin until 8 : 45.
Tickets are 75 cents.
Dropped Dead From Booze After a
spree lasting three days. Virgil G.
Brady a deputy sheriff of Del Agua.
Las Animas county, Colorado, dropped
dead from acute alcoholism at police
Si- -

'',

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks

1

Summer Shoes
For Young Men

A model

He saved a dollar every week
By chasing whiskers from his cheek,
He spent his cash for real estate,
Got rich and restless, good and great
He shaved himself.

Also VARIETY FRESH YEAST

CALL

UP.

His friends were few, his look was sad
lilac Kiieails made his complexion bad,
His whiskers prew in forty ways
He had the safety razor craze
He shaved himself.

Pansy

j

3.

He Shaved Himself.
Tile barber pulled and hauled the man,
His lnwcls were cold, !he used no fan.
ii .(! no face embellishments,
(liar.iicil t he lobster 50 cents
He shaved himself.

Imperial
Jersey Cream

WE
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n
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x lemperature.

Ladies' Glee Club The singing of'
the Ladies' Glee Club will be a feature
at tomorrow evening's concert in the
assembly room of the public library.
The name of Miss Virginia Bean was
inadvertently omitted from the pro-gram on Saturday as one of the mem-bers of the club.
Las Cruces Telephone Exchange
e
Sold The
Telephone Coni- -

j

foot-leng-

custom styles.

"

"

.

l'iUJ--

18

v

U!,U

V
com-

Just let us show you the new Regal Oxfords

th

they'll do the rest.

SELIGMAN BROS

Tri-Stat-

T
bought the Las Cruces
The
exchange for $20,000.
,
,

r$4oo

insure you an exact fit, whatever your
Regal quarter-size- s
and
the
be
new
Regal models are accurate reproductions of the latest
may

1

'"'"V

$35

J

1

u'nl'

7S7

-

'

tor the santa re excnange.
Light Frost Sunday Morn There
was a light frost yesterday morning
and hundreds of people wore their overcoats all day. The maximum was
59 degrees and the minimum :!4, while
the average relative humidity was 46
per cent. The lowest temperature
last night was ;H degrees and at 6
o'clock this morning it was 4:J degrees.
It- was partly cloudy during the middle
of the clay. A year ago today the maximum was 55 and the minimum 45
with light rain in the early morning.
Father Riley Dead The Rev. Daniel
headquarters at Trinidad.
Riley, for seven years assistant priest
Released on Bail Jose Duran, who at,
St. Ann's Catholic church in Chica-has been in pail at Old Albuquerque
and who was a warm friend of t tie
go,
for some time on the charge of prac- late
Archbishop Bourgade, died of a
ticing medicine without a license, has complication of diseases at 5 o'clock j
at last secured $1,000 bond and has
yesterday morning in this city. He
been released pending an appeal.
was :!:; years of age and was an elo-Waited More Than Two Years
quem preacher and had a genius for
At Albuquerque, Diego Garcia and
Funeral services
making friendi.
more than were
Zulenia Garcia married
held vesterdav afternoon at (lie
two years after they had taken out aiCathedraU he
ReV- Antonio
y
Since ttieir certi- Fourchegu, the vicar general, offlciat-fg- .
marriage license.
liGOO
ficate was issued
marriage
"The pall bearers were Hon.
censes have been granted in Bernalillo 'fudge .Morrison, former Mavor Jose
county.
D. Sena, Charles
Ahreu, and Brian
New Indian School at Bonito In- Dunne. The remains were sent last
a
dian Agent Stacher reports that
night to Chicago where interment wn
new Indian school for the Navajos be made. .Miss
Riley, a sister of the
would be built 2S miles north of Guam, deceased accompanied the body. A
providing a test well now being drill- number of priests attended the funer-ed will furnish enough good water. He al services, which were also witnessed!
also reports tjhat a six foot vein of by al! the
pupils of Loretto academy
coal has been opened near the pro- and by the Sisters of Loretto and the
posed site of the school.
Sisters of Charity. Messrs. Mulligan
Republican Club Organized A Re- and Rising, the undertakers, had
publican club has been organized at charge of the funeral arrangements.
Old Albuquerque with Jesus Romero
as president; Modesto C. Ortiz, vice-- LIEUTENANT FOULOIS
Xestor Montoya. secretary.:
pR0VES WRIGHT AEROPLANE.
TIip py- jinn Tiili:m Pprpfi. trfnnrpr
San
Antonio, Texas, May 23.-- An
j
ecutive committee consists of A. Mathas
consider-- :
added
that
improvement
C
Maflnio
K
Sanchez,
teuei,
Salazar,
ab,y t0 tDe stability of equilibrium and
.1 E Romero and David Perea
'
seed of the government Wright aero- inRed
at
While
River
Shooting
sane with jealousy and apparently in-- j l)lane at Fort Sam Houston, has been
y Lient. B. D. Foulois, its oper-- ;
toxicated, C. O. Fain at Red River, mad
shot twice at Joseph Phipps, a man of ator- Tne improvement consists of aj
large family. Although both bullets change or rudders. The rear steering i
struck, it is believed that Phipps will apparatus, controlling lateral position,
recover. Fain was enamored with a:Las been Placed, in front of the ma-- !
niece of Phipps who opposed the ch.ne. while a new form of horizontal
control has been placed in the rear.
match.
"
Two flights have demonstrated that
the change is a complete success, the
Deafness Cannot Be Cured
"
"
by local applications, as they cannot
f BPfed- - 3udged 7
t0
reach the diseased portion of the ear. and ai) "icrfas?
ci ukj it l
tiiiimi-iiici
j
miitrs
iu
uuiu,
i
There
nnlv rna wnv tn piipo donf.
been noticed.
ness, and that is by constitutional having
remedies. Deafness is caused by an
TEXASREADY
inflamed condition of the mucous lin- SOUTHWEST
FOR GRAIN HARVEST.
ing of the Eustachian Tube. When
San Antonio, Texas, May 23. Wheat
this tube is inflamed you have a rumboats are about to be harvested in
ling sound or imperfect hearing and and
Southwest
Texas and promise an exwhen it is entirely closed, Deafness is
cellent
yield. The crop will be greatthe result, and unless the inflamma20 per cent .than that of last
er
by
retion can be taken out and this tube
stored to its normal condition, hear- year. Corn and cotton are making a
fine showing, the latter standing
nine veiy
ing will be destroyed forever;
two
cases out of ten are caused by Ca j for the greater part of 102, or
A general rain
above
points
good.
tarrh, which is nothing but an inflam- which fell on the 18th has added con-- !
ed condition of the mucous surface.
to the crop prospects.
We will give One Hundred Dollars siderable
for any case of Deafness (caused by
catarrh) that cannot be cured by
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circulars, free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO.. Toledo, O.
&
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Sold by all druggisU, 75c.
Telephone Mo !4 Red
Take Hall's Family Pills for
j

:

j

I

1

Sds

UrtffllHUMIHlMI

I

;

j
i

CHOICE UTAH ALFALFA SEED 25c. per lb.
A COMPLETE

ASSORTMENT

OF FLOWER

SEEDS, ALL KINDS OF VEGETABLE SEEDS
ALL FRESH SEEDS.
AND ONION SETS,

FRANK F. GORPI WILEY
G K N K KA L

PHONE
BLACK

M K RCHAJE

SK

Arte oaxos
ROAD

1Q
1:7

1

k

MULLIGAN

RISIiG

SUCCESSORS TO J. D. MULLIGAN

ft

?

PAY

iV

NIGHT

I'tluS

K

130

PICTURE FRAMING

IOC

RED
TASTEFULLY

AND

Phone
No. 14.

1

iit UNDERTAKING & EMBALMING
t
FUNFRAL DIRECTORS
ill

If you will "Tackle" our fishing tackle you'll land any fish that
tackles your bait. Our lines are new and fresh and strong; our reels
are not rusty.
Whenever the thought of hardware enters your mind, also let in
the thought that our. store is the place to buy realiable hardware.

PALACE
AV K

SATISFACTORILY

DONE.

WHOLESALE

i

Q

RETAIL

AISD

j

-

j

i

Screened

j

Ati kinds of Garden and Field Seeds.

hone
No. 14,

We lave it.

'

j

Onion Sets, Alfalfa Seed.

ha9uWAReCoS

'

-

t

If it's Hardware

Lump

CERRILLOS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

Smitbirg Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

'

j

RATON
YANKEE

Y:zlli.r:
Telephone

Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

85

Telephone 85

!

i

SOLE AGENTS FOR

international Stock Food
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
Flour, Hay,

LEO

HERSCH

Grain, Potatoes,

Salt ana Seeds
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.

JUST RECEIVED NEW SHIPMENT OP

NAVAJO BLANKETS AT

v

THE SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO
No Need to Cut.

S . E.

CCT

Corner of Plaza.

FRESH EGGS
CREAM

MILK

MRS. OTTO RETSCH.

aai

ABSTRACT REAL ESTATE INSURANCE
Protection for yourself enmiul an Abstract Do you know whether
you have an absolute title to the property whU-- vou now own?

As a

Abstracts of Title,
THE SANTA FE ABSTRACT,
Furnished by

Santa Fe, N,

Catron Block

P1AMOW0O

Jb Qm

Realty
rance

Ttl Black

M

YONTZ

E3

P

-

Insu

7b"

WATCHES

MANUFACTURER OP

Rifht Prices

MEXICAN PI I

Right Service

IftDETE:

43WELRY

lyes Tested 3,,i
Fitted by
methods

Cut Glass, China and Silverware

345 San Franetooo 9t.

Sf,NTA

FEi,5

ZOOK'S
ODA
PHARMACY
Ouy Speciality Zook'slootlSeev'
Ef

1
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A CORROBORATION

Why Have an Overheated
Kitchen in Summer?

Of Interest to Santa Fe Readers.

Mi

For months Santa Fe citizens have
SPEED
seen in these columns enthusiastic
Doan's
of
Pills
Santa
Kidney
by
praise
Fe residents. Would these prominent
people recommend a remedy that had "We Have One and Watch
not proven reliable? Would they
Me Test It" Says Mayor
their statements after years had
elapsed if personal experience had not
Seligman
r
shown the remedy to be worthy of
ement? No stronger proof of
merit can be had than cures that have MOTOR
IN TOILS
stood the test of time. The following
statement should carry conviction to
the mind of every Santa Fe reader.
Police Also After Cyclists Who
Toribio Rodriguez,
110 Johnson
Use the Pavestreet, Santa Fe, N. M., says: "Two"
ments.
!
state-a
I
and a half years ago gave
ment for publication in regard to my
experience with Doan's Kidney Pills.! "This Hying around on motorcycles
Today I am stronger in my praise 01 at enormous speed; this scorching of
this remedy than ever. I suffered automobilists; and this bicycle riding
greatly from disoredered kidneys, thelou tne pavements in the city must
pains in my back being so acute at stop. Otherwise we should repeal
times that I had to stop work and sit the ordinance. It is either, or." So
down. The trouble steadily grew said Mayor Seligman today.
worse and I rarely knew what was to
The trouble was forcibly brought to
be free from an ache or pain of some the mayor's attention some days ago
kind. Soon after I began using Doan s an(j jn raiDer an amusing manner. In
Sidney Pills, procured from Stripling, company with several iriends the
Burrows & Co.'s drug store, my pains mayor was standing on a street corner
and aches disappeared and my back down town. looking up Palace avewas as sound and well as ever. Doan's nue he saw a cloud of dust and heard
en- a roar.
Kidney Pills have my strongest
dorsement."
"Is that a Texas cyclone," he asked
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 one of his companions. "By Jove it
Co., Buffalo, i00us like it and it sounds like it,"
cents.
New York, sole agents for the United! was the reply. After a few seconds
the mainspring of the cycline dis
States.
Remember the name Doan's and turbance was seen, but for a brief
period. It was a man on a high power
take no other.
con-tir-

PAGE THREE.

New Mexico Military Institute
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
West Point of th gouthwt.
Army Officers Detailed by War Department
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS

Tht

When the sultry days come and the coal range
almost

makes the kitchen
unbearable and cooking a
dreaded task, put out the range fire and try the
newest method of cooking in hot weather use a

"A."

en-do-

MS

Cook-stov- e
Oil
What a contrast! The

kitchen no longer is
stifling hot, the work is now done with comfort, and
the housewife is not worn out with the heat.

The New Perfection does everything

j

that any other stove can do all the

j

n

If you are in need of anything,
a New Mexican Want Ad.

try

i

She saves her strength, keeps
her health and is better able to
enjoy the summer.

,

Foster-Milbur-

fir;

g

Jt

Cautionary Note:

Be

ture f

you set this stove see 11
the name-platl
reads New Perfection." 14

that

e

"ajf""'

'

iff

fam-

ily cooking, baking, washing and ironing. No smoke, no dust, no odor. Heat
is applied directly and not wasted. A
turn, and the flame is out.
The New Perfection stove has a
Cabinet Top with shelf for keeping
plates and food hot, drop shelves for
the coffee pot or saucepans, and nickeled
towel racks.
It has long turquoise-blu- e
enamel
chimneys. The nickel finish, with the
bright blue of the chimneys, makes the
stove very attractive and invites cleanliness. Made with 1, 2 and 3 burners;
the 2 and
stoves can be had
with or without Cabinet.

Through Academic course, preparing young
men for college or for business life. Great
amount of opcu air work. Healthiest location
of any Ml litary School In the Union. Located
od the beautiful Pecos Valley the garden
spot of the West at an e'evation of 3,700
feet above sea level, s'lushlne everv day. out
Ittie rain or snow during session.
Eleven Officers and tnstructo-s- , all graduates from stardard eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, thoroughly furnished, beated. llgbt
edjand modern lp all respects.
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W
G, Hamliroa, Vice President; J. Phelps White.
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W
A

Flnliy

For particulars
address.

&u1

Illustrated

catalogue

COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,

Superintendent.

Weils Fargo & Gomperey
Express
oeneral Express forwarders

F.vrry dealer everywhere ; If not at yonrs, write for
Descriptive Circular to the nearest agency ol tha

Continental Oil Company
(Incorporated)

--

AO

motorcycle and the way he thundr-e- d
down the avenue and used up the
dust was a caution. The mayor is said
to have hollered at him and waved
at him but he might as well have
tried to flag an express train after it
had gone by.
Then the funny thing occurred. A
tourist passing by saw the sight and
exclaimed in the presence of Mr. Seligman without knowing who the mayor
was:
"It is simply outrageous the
way some of these motorcyclists seem
to think they own the boulevards. 1
wish I were mayor of this town, I'd
show 'em."
"That man is right," thought Mayor
Seligman, "and as I am mayor of the
town it is up to me to show them or
have these ordinances repealed."
When asked if it is true that he
has been busy and has summoned a
number of motorcyclists before him
and considered the feasibility of fin
ing them about $25 Mayor Seligman
said that he did not care to give out
any names just at present, but that it
is true that he has had some talks
with these speeders through space and
results will be seen if they do not
stop their dangerous activities and
seek a reliable cure for speed mania.
j
"You may say,"
continued
the
mayor that this bicycle riding on
pavements must cease. The other day
a little girl was run down and narrow- v
escal,ei serious injury. There is
"lenty of room or at least there. ought
to be out in the streets for bicycles
and in the middle of streets is the
place for them. Leave the pavements
to pedestrians."
"And baby carriages," added the reporter. "Yes," said the mayor.
It is stated on good authority that
Mayor Seligman has a nice little surprise to spring on automobilists in the
shape of an ordinance drawn up toy
City Attorney Easley. This ordinance
will likely be brought before the council at its next meeting.
Seven drunks were arrested Saturday night. As usual much of the mayor's time this morning was taken up
with appeals for pardon. "No pardoning about this," replied the mayor
courteously but firmly. "This drunken spectacle of Saturday night must
cease or some of us will know the
reason why."

TO.

farts of the World.

Save Money and Inconvenience
REGULATION OF
the same traffic for a like distance,
Purchasing Wells Fargo
RAILROAD FREIGHT RATES. and under substantially similar transDOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS. TRAVELERS'
portation conditions, for another comFRATERNAL SOCIETIES.
MONEY
An Opinion by the Interstate Com- munity or another set. of shippers is
ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERfc.
merce C'.inimxrion Conflict With
not only in contravention of funda- Payable
Throughout the United States. Canada. Mo.ico
State Authorities on Very Immental right and justice but is essenMASONIC.
and all Foreign Countries.
portant Question Has Arisen.
tially iniquitous. If such a discrimination
a
is
common
car
No
by
of
practiced
Montezuma Lodge
Washington, May
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.
Regulation
railroad freight rates ordinarily is a rier as between communities or
1, A. F. & A. M. Reg
ular communications
complicated question, involving intri- ent sets of shippers, within the same
cate matters of law: but it becomes state and on traffic moving only withfirst Monday of eact
even a more serious problem when in the state, redress may usually be
month a- Masonic ha
the
two regulating authorities clash on a had under the state laws. On
at 7.30 i. m.
proposition of the reasonableness of other 'hand, if an interstate carrier
H. H. DOR MAN,
rates. Thoughtful observers of freight is guilty of such a discrimination
Acting Master
rate
regulation have anticipated that, with respect to interstate traffic, reALAN R. McCORD, Secretary.
sooner or later, a conflict of authority dress may be had under the act to
would arise between
tihe interstate regulate commerce.
Santa Fe Chapter No. 1,
commerce
"But when a carrier, as in this case,
commission
conand one or
Rigs,
R. A. M.
Regular
more of the state railroad commis- serves two communities similarly sitvocation second Monday of
sions concerning the fixing of rates. uated, by hauling the same traffic un
each month at Masonic
Precisely such a conflict has devel- der similar conditions from a point of
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
oped over a comparatively insignifi- origin to destinations in the same
S. G. CARTWRIGHT, H. P.
cant case that recently was brought state and also to the same destinations
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
before the interstate commerce com- from an interstate point of origin it
mission. It was that of E. E. Saun- is not altogether clear that existing
in
Santa Fe Commandery No.
of
in
& Co., of Pensacola, Fla., against legislation
ders
affords redress against a
1, K. T. Regular conclave
as
two
the
Southern
The
between the
discrimination,
Express Company.
fourth Monday in each
complainants are fish dealers and points, when resulting from an order
month at Masonic Hall at
In the ordi- by the state commission
but unless
shippers nt Pensacola.
7:30 d. m.
RIGHT.
.1
nary course of their business, they op- so'iie such power is lodged somewhere
a masstf, F,. C.
erate
in
eviunder
state
the
Alabama
of
is
it
largely
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
appropriate legislation,
shipping fish in quantities from Pen- dent that state made rates, if estabDon Caspar Avenue
sacola to points of destination in that lished fn pursuance of a narrow or
Santa Fe Lodge or Perfection No. 1
state
selfish local policy, may not only hinby express.
14th degree.
Ancient and Accepted
Recently, the railroad commission der and harm, and burden interstate
bcottish Rite of Free Masonry meets
of Alabama fixed an express rate on traffic and interstate interests,
but
on the third Monday of each month
fish
from Mobile, Ala., to other inter may, if adjusted with that end in view-- ,
7:30
in
o'clock
at
the evening in
state points that was far below the take from a point in another state a
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
rate from Pensacola to the business that naturally belongs to
express
corRite
Masons
Scottish
are
Visiting
same points of destination. This rate that point or in which it is entitled at
dially invited to attend.
the express company was forced to least to participate, on the basis of
JOHN W. MAYES, 32.
The Colorado Rational Life Assurance Company
put in effect, although it protested equal rates and equal opportunity.
Venerable Master.
"Whatever may be the explanation
against it. Mobile fish shippers, by
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32.
reason of this irate, were given an ad wherther it rests in the greater zeal,
Denver Colorado.
Secretary.
vantage over the fish shippers of Pen- activity, and ability of the fishing insacola to points within Alabama. Al terests at Pensacola or whether it is
B. P. O. C.
though in many instances, the dis- a natural advantage belonging to that
Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. E.,
tance from Pensacola to points of des- port., the fact appears that for years
secholds its regular session on the
tination was less than from Mobile.
Pensaloca has enjoyed a larger busiond and iourth Wednesday of each
The Southern Express Company re ness in the distribution of fish throughmonth. Visiting brothers are invited
A.
New
fused to make the same rates from out the state of Alabama than has
A. J. FISCHER,
and welcome.
to
Pensacola
Santa Fa, N. M.
points in Alabama as it Mobile. By a
of the!
J. D. SENA,
Catron Block
Exalted Ruler.
was required to make from Mobile, its state rates out of Mobile, whether so
Secretary.
a
refusal resulting in
complaint filed intended or not, the process of taking
against it with the interstate com- from Pensacola, through lower state-mad- e
Knights of Pythias.
merce commission.
transportation charges what its
Santa Fe Lodge No. 2, Knights ol
The commission's opinion in the superior zeal or its greater natural
THE
Pythias. Regular meeting 1st and 3d
E.
CO
case was handed down today, it was advantages have given to it has com
esIs
8
It
at
I.
in
an
month
o'clock
in
admitted
that
real
fact
Tuesdays
Harlan menced and is now going on.
O. O. F. hall, San Francisco St. Visit- tate, financial men and merchants all prepared by Commissioner
SPRINGER, NEW MEXICO
and is the unanimous judgment, of the
"On principle it is clear that a caring Knight's invited to attend.
say that quickest and bst results are
commission.
It
the
indicates
Offers
more
rier
or
two
lands in tracts of all sizes,-r- aw
clearly
operating
irrigated
through
AUGUST REINGARDT, C. C.
obtained by advertising in the New
lands
lines of conflict between the national states is but one vehicle of commerce,
under diteh, 540 00 to $75 00 per acre,-un- der
JOHN K. STAUFFER. K. R. S.
cultivation
Mexican.
and highly improved, StiO.OO to $175.00 per acre. These are
commission and the various state com and all traffic moved by it, whether
ideal homes ready for you.
missions, in the regulation of freight state or interstate, ought, when the
and express rates; and, in that sense, general transportation conditions are
Dry Farming Lands, $5.00 to $20.00 per acre
is one of the most important decisions the same, to bear its
just proportion
RANCH KS,
We are prepared to locate settlers on kov- rendered by the commission for many of the cost of operation and ought to
RANCHKS.
....... cu num.
c uave irrigation entcr- LARGE
months.
While the case directly in- yield no more and no less than its
AND
p
,?fs,i "l'ed,n capital. Moneyed men are
AX H
SMALL
volved may be considered as inconse just proportion of the revenues of the
SMALL.
YOU
IF
NEED
IN
ANYTHING
NEW
MEXICO, LET US HEAR FROM YOU
quential, comparatively, the principle carrier.
enunciated by Che commission is of
"Any other theory is fundamentally
country-wid- e
application, as it opens, inequitable, illogical, and unreasonat once, the question whether the na- able. It may be, but on that point we
tional, or the state regulating authori express no opinion, that the congress
Shapeliness.
ty is to be paramount in the fixing of may eonistiitutiona.lly protect interrates.
state commerce, as well as the carfreight
For Every Dollar you pay as first payment up to
The commission states its position riers that are engaged in interstate
in these terms:
transportation, by requiring that
"Upon general principles of comity
traffic moved by such a carrier
the action of a state commission in shall bear its just proportion of the
fixing rates on state traffic must be cost of operation and yield its proper
treated with all due respect, but this proportion of profit to the carrier;
commission has never felt itself bound and that with such an end in view it
We will give you a receipt f orj double the amount
to accept a state-mad- e
rate as a nec- may authorize this commission to fix
essary measure of an interstate rate. minimum rates, at least, for state
Without criticising the state commis- traffic when moved by carriers ension rates from Mobile, this commis- gaged in the interstate transportation
sion, in the light of the record and its of passengers or property may at the
own investigations, finds itself unable same time carry state traffic at rates
Pay $50.00 get a receipt for $100.00
to accept the Alabama rates as a final that are less than the rates exacted
" 25.00
by
"
and reasonable basis for fixing the de- it for interstate carriage of like dis50.00
When you are in a hurry and want
in a garment be it coat, vest or pants
"
fendant's rates to the same points tance and under like transportation a
"
15.00
good outfit come here for single or
30.00
is its principal merit. But all kinds
from Pensacola."
conditions.
It has, however, not at- -' double
of garments are liable to lose their
The situation and the testimony are tempted any such legislation,
Oar Prices are th9 lowest New Yorn Prices.
andj
shape through the wear and tear of
discussed thoroughly in the opinion. whether such an enactment would
LIVERY.
;
business. If you soil or wrinkle your
In announcing that it would not close stand the test of scutiny by the courts
healthy horses and clothes, send It to us and notice how
the record in the case until the de- under the constitution as it now stands
fendant had made further efforts to and if so. whether it would be desir- fine carriages are here and subject to quickly we clean it and press it back
,
contest the order of the Alabama able from the standpoint of a broad your order. We want your business to its original shapeliness and newcommission, the interstate commerce public policy, are questions that must in the livery line and will appreci- ness. Yet the trifle you pay for the
ate It.
service is wonderful.
commissioner says:
ultimately be determined by the legisAll Popular
Music
East Side Plaza.
"The carriage of traffic by a com- lative power and therefore can not
WILLIAMS 4 RISING
Julius Muralter, Tailor
mon carrier for one community or one profitably be discussed
by the commisset of shippers at less than it carries sion in this proceeding."
310 San Francisco St. 'Phone 139 Red. Cor
Palace & Washington Ave

ty

J. D. BARNES, Aoent

Fin
Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

Call up 'Phone 9

When
Need
the
Anything
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished
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The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest
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loves out through Mich policy but the
Extraordinary
next patient makes the same mistake. Engagemen
It is for iliai reason that a sanitarium
that must be maintained from its
earnings or is supported by a fraternity or church, is not apt to be a great
success at tirst. while state supported
institutions like that at White Haven,
Pennsylvania, itiough located in an tin
ONE NIGHT ONLY
favorable cl'inate. are great successes.
It is thus in the Black Forest, Oer
'n;; uy. ;ind other parts of Europe
nave ueen on
n'"' KriMiiiiiK
'24
U.meil
There, consumptives seem to
realize their serious condition
and
the fad that at the best recovery is Aujrusta ! F.vans' Powerful Narrative
slow ami tedious. With the ideal climatic conditions to be found at Santa
Fe and has Vegas, there are offered
fields for phi'anthropy and enterprise
that it seems strange are still practic- Dramatized by Myron Letlingwell.
ally unoccupied.
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The greatest book play of the decade,
that New Mexico is
Tin? story of a Triumph over a
.
enjoying a period of unusual political
Blackened Soul.
taken up and carried to a successful peace, yet, that is no reason why the
MARK THE HISTORIC SITES.
Let the pioneers start
termination.
for
has"urged
Republican party should go to sleep The city production of clever players,
The Xew. Mexican
it."
m
altogether. It is a welcome note theremany years mat tne nisioiic
with
fore that ias been struck at Old Albu- PriC8S
50C.
75C.
and about Santa Fe be marked
$1.00
THE KING'S HIGHWAY.
suitable tablets or inscriptions. There
the
a
of
by
quorque
organization
not.
A though New Mexico does
so many ot such sites, mat. ty,!,
You Have Read the Book
ceive
the credit, it was the first not strong and active Republican , club.
but
of
a
labor
many
years;
be
will
The
be
should
followed
start
not
to
first
the
example
to
but
one
suggest
only
no vear should pas-- without least
:
Now See the Play :
scenic high-o- only at Santa Fe and in every town
tablet being erected. The Daughters active construction of a
have way over the Old Santa Fe Trail: it and village, but in every precinct. It
the American Revolution
OX SALE AT
was the first to place on its statutes a is
where
the
on
monument
a
spot
erected
latethe
that
efforts
true,
spasmodic
FISCHER'S DRUG STORE
Governor Perez was assassinated, just. law providing for a Cammo del Real
comly made by the Democratic leaders to
south of the city tine and also where through the entire lengm ot tne
where the inject a little life into the corpse of
General Kearny made his notable dec- monwealth. from a point
on
the north, Democracy in this Territory have reit
Trail
Fe
entered
laration to the people of New Mexico Santa
The Xew Mexfca..
branch of suited merely in starting the embers
a
Printing Comwhere
El
to
Texas,
Paso,
of
Board
in the plaza. The Woman's
of
local
have
that
bewas
squabbles
on
disrupted
has
It
Mexico.
hand
a
pany
large supply of
Trade will place a suitable tablet in the Trail entered
the jarty in Curry and in other coun- snlena
Mexico
had
Vv
begun
eansp
Old
and
tablets
suitable for school
Palace,;
pads
the Ben Hur room of the
and Las ties, yet, it behooves the Republicans
'or!-the desk, and also for lawyers
but that is all that has been done thus did road between Santa Fe
built its to prove to President Taft and the
r, '! chants: good
everywhere. We
far. The Garita, and the old Fonda,! Vegas over the Pecos forest,
doubters in Congress that Xew Mex-- j
then
negdifficult
and
most
portion
will sell them at 5 cents in hook form.
should be marked next, and after that,
not.
will
ico
to
Democrats
send
the
abandoned it, that
every place notable on account of its lected and virtually
it is being robbed of the credit that Senate nor radical Republicans, but
associations
historical
or
antiquity
Missouri and Col- that it is safe and sound to the core.
should be inscribed so that all who now goes to Kansas,
that Gover- To accomplish this in such measure as
is
fortunate
it
but
pass may read. A similar movement orado,
LAUNDRY
out the to be convincing will require work
to
decided
Mills
has
nor
wipe
the
has been started at El Paso. Says
Let
roads com along lines of local organization.
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transacts a general banking business in all its branches.
Loans money cn the mosfc favonib-- terms on ali kinds of
personal and ciilatera' security. Buys and selis bo nd ai:d
stocks in all markets for its customer.
Buys and seHs
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer
of money to ak parts of the civilized world on as !:bersi terms
as are given by any money transmitting agency.- pulv'tlc or
private, Interest allowed on tinrj deposits at the rate of throe

per cent per annum, on six mon ths' or years time,, , Li&sral
advances made on consignments of livestock ' and products.
7 The bank executes al! orders of ks patrons in the banking l?ns,
J ani aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects,
2 as is consistent with
safety and the principles ot sound banked injj.
Safety deposit boxes for real. The patronage of the
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disgrace and with the good
mission win see to 11 tuai uie iifu
did project of the Scenic Highway as
first inaugurated will be completed be
tween kas Vegas and Albuquerque via
Santa Fe and then is pushed down to
El Paso and north to Raton, where
the highway is already Ijuilt to Ra-- '
ton pass collecting there with the
highway. Says a Pueblo Colo.,

El Paso Herald.
every precinct have its Republican
"The publication
today in The
JU
evn aqmuin.au
"
Herald of the photograph and descrip-touch with the party and its organiza
lion of the little home in Ciudad;
tion by subscribing for himself and Basket leaves Monday Tuesday
Juarez where Benito Juarez, Mexican
neighbor for some Republican news Returns
Thursday and Friday.
patriot president, slept when a refugee
paper. That will be laying the foundaof:
AGENCY
at O. K Barber Shop
on the border, adds another chapter
tion for a successful campaign this
interest to the history of El Paso and
fall or next spring.
Mrs F O. BROW IS Agent
immediate vicinity, rich in historic in-- i
Phone No 23 Red
cident and lore.
On August j, a summer school will
dispatch:
"Few, if any El Pasoans, realized
"By the enlargement of the new open at the University of Xew Mexico
that such a building existed. The peo-- Santa Fe trail organization at the at Albuquerque, primarily to prepare
p'e of modern El Paso in general have' Dodge City meeting this week. Cite applicants for the Rhodes scholarship
not fnllv realized the historical nn- - greatest
campaign in the for which Xew Mexico this year has
portance ot this city and section anil
fnr)her systematized.
three candidates. President Gray be
it has been The Herald's endeavor to! ..Hpl.t,,fore this organization has mg an Oxford man himself, will hav
place before them certain facts bear- b(3pn conflned oniy t0 the twelve Kan- - personal charge of the course, ft
nig on important events or me pasu, gas counties rom Xewton to Wichita the beginning, no doubt, of a permaFor
years the only
that would bring them to a realization on (he west t0 the state 'line, up the nent summer school, although Santa
historical
of
such
class
first
tonsorial parlor
and appreciation
vaUey of Content. Xow it includes, as Fe, climatically, is much more favor-- j
Few cities have
3! well, the counties of Prowers. Bent, ably situated for such an enterprise j
surroundings.
Santa
Fe.
in
greater fund of historical data than;0ero puet,i0 ana Fremont in Colo-E- l but does not possess the necessary
OUR NEW FITCH
Paso and environs and, as The ra(1() 'with the en(1 at canou city, the equipment.
All over the nation, citi- TREATMENT
times,
advocated
many
Herald has
zens are awakening to the fact that it
nea(j 0j tne valley,
intended
waste
an
is
to
economic
s
first
have
steps should be taken to mark and:
road,
"This great
standing
guaranteed to cure, (not only
these historical points.
)j(s OI.jSinators and proponents to be idle for long periods of ihe year and relieve, Dindruff, falling hair &
"The little sister city of Ciudad merely a modest improved highway up large portions of each day, buildings other scalp irriHtlons. We also
Juarez is intimately associated with the valley in Kansas, soon grew be- and institutions that have cost mil- - car ry a c jmplete ine of ail the
the government, of Mexico in the dark- yond their dreams, and was taken up ions upon millions of dollars in theand facial tonics,
est days of the republic and many of just as vigorously by Colorado as by a ggregale, including public schools, popularhair
DE
LUXE QUININE & HTCH
HbRPICIDt,
The late important endur- libraries, theaters, churches and uniits historic spots have been marked, Kansas.
versities.
in
Pueblo
to
The
tendency, especially
BATHS BATHS BATHS
but this unpretentious little home has ance run from Hutchinson
not been. The people of Juarez ought demonstrated the fact that Colorado large cities like New York and Philato make an effort to secure it if pos- was keenly alive to the campaign and delphia, is to utilize such structures
sible and convert it into a museum, equally anxious with Kansas to carry and equipment every minute of each
Ageuts HUBBS LAUNDRY
day including Sundays. By doing Ibis
leaving the bedrom occupied by Gener- the road to successful conclusion.
Phone
us, wewillbegladtocallfor your
"The trail is of the utmost signifi- there will be in the future less duplial Juarez just as it was when he slept
on
laundry
a
cation
and
beeconomic
great
rooms
saving, and deliver onMondays andandTuesdays
cance in these days of motoring,
there, and utilizing the other
Thursdays
Fridays
to
ennot
speak of bringing education,
for relics which they may collect from ing a pathway of pleasure as well as
All work is guaranteed: ycr
culture
to
and
and
tertainment,
back
charity
time to time. The postofflce, wiiere of commerce. The travel
socks are mended and buttons
- millions
who are now doing without
sewed on you shirts, without
he made his office, has already been forth between Kansas City and Colo- these.
extra charge.
marked by a bronze tablet and prob-- j rSdo will henceforth be along this
j
toric highway and through the rich
will be preserved for all time.
PHONE RED 122. PHONE RED 122.
Farmers and
A few years ago it was accepted as
"But El Paso has many more places valley of Content.
fact that potatoes could
of historic interest, than the sister city motorists alike will use it, and better a
It is
of Juarez, as this city figured in more citizenship will result from better not be grown in New Mexico.
gaggjgaajgg;
though roads. Reports at the Dodge City true, in the Santa Fe canon, on the
historv making
episodes,
mesas
the
showed
of the upper Pecos and a few
greatest activity
none of them were so great as that meeting
soil
in which old Paso del Norte figured all along the trail. Traction engines other mountain valleys where
when it entertained and housed the are pulling graders in a nan uu.en- ccnrutions were suitable and plenty
man who was to throw an emperor's counties, and where special and expen- 0f rain fell, a few thousand bushels
sand-cla- y
were raised annually but it was not
yoke from the shoulders of his people. sive work is necessary, as in
"The site of El Paso's old city hall, treatment of many stretches, the work- until last year that it was demonstrat- where the first city councils made has been financed and is rapidly pro- ed that both on dry and irrigated
farms, potatoes could be grown at a
laws for the little village, now occu- ;ressin?
piofit. This year, thousands of acres
pied by a beer saloon; the site of the
Q
wiiere the official NEW MEXICO IDEALLY LOCATED in the Estancia valley have been plani-e,old cottonwood,
in potatoes and the tuber will be
FOR SANATARIA.
notices used to be posted, near the
corner of the present. City National
Las Vegas is making another strong shipped in many carloads. In Luna
around Deming, and in the
bank; the location of old Fort. Bliss, effort to secure the proposed Pythian county,
'Where prices are lowest
There eastern counties, potatoes will be a
where the federal trops surrendered to sanitarium for consumptives.
staple crop, and the wonder is now
the confederates, and where the con- - 'is a lull in the cause of fraternal and that
no one ever tried it before. It. is
federates later capitulated to the fed-- ; church sanitaria, a cause that for a
for safe quality"
an
but
inslance of the manifold ways
fa-New
Mexico
to
give
erals; the home of the one time j time promised
are
that
i
for
becoming practical
first a number of large institutions of that
mous McGinty Club, El Pa-o- 's
easing the agricultural output of
live advertiser, a site just about to dis-- nature. The much heralded and
One Resolution to Make
New Mexico. A few years ago it was
Presbyterian
under the hands of modern terly fought-ove- r
Xew
Mexithat,
stated
authoritatively
not
at
has
custom
larium
yet
Albuquerque
the site of the first
co wou'd never have more than half
down on South reached the great proportions that it a
house, somewhere
minion acres under cultivation and
saniand
the
had
localiPythian
promised
What other 1910 Resoiu
Oregon street, and many other
at
that time there were only a quarbe
to
seems
still
ties of importance should be marked tarium propositionwa
lion you n;ay triakt
ter
million
in
acres
r
M
n
Incr
mi oi m a
crops. Today
tiro
now while men are still living who
more than three million acres are
can point, them out. It will be a shame hotel property of tfhe Santa Fe, near
Resolve now that you will
growing crops and there is no limit
a
for
Las
situated
ideally
Vegas
of
if these locations are lost sight
area
of
to
the
of
except
one
possibilities
closed
siill..,
although
trade at KAUNK & OO. the
through neglect of the present genert
proposition after another of fraternal he fill tire in that line.
ation.
coming year. It is a resoluand church organizations to take it
"Every city in the country has taken over has been discussed.
tion in your own interest, for
Both Las
As far as Xew Mexico is concerned
the pains to mark its historic sites for
and Santa Fe are favorablv lo- - the agricultural schedules of the cen- Vegas
it means the best possible
the benefit of posterity and future gen- cated for sanitaria for consumptives
Kus
it
an
do
bureau
because
injustice
table supplies at lowest poserations and El Paso ought to do so. but it seems that not much
headway thev do not provide a space for the
of
have
work
a
started
The pioneers
sible prices,
has been made anywnere in the I'ni- planted in dry edible beans
collecting relics and they might now ted States, except at Saranac, New acreage
j
mo.
acres
Thousands
on
of
both
solicit the aid of other enthusiastic El York, and a few other
points in the dry and irrigated farms are being
Pasoans and make arrangements for east, in convincing
that planted this year and many of ihe
consumptives
Think it over isn't KAUNK
marking the various historic points the sanitarium treatment holds out to homesteaders
who came in the sum- about the city. Suitable tablets would them the greatest hope for recovery. mer
& Oo, the logical store for you
and fall of last year, very near
not cost much and they could be at- The average
who seeks a 20,000 of them, have put their entire
consumptive
to patronize through 1910,
tached to the building now in exist- change of climate does not stay long
acreage in beans, for which no credit
ence or to be erected, so that for all enough at any one
place to prove the will be given on the census returns,
time the point will be marked.
efficacy of the locality or institution. Beans have been a staple crop in New
"The Herald has long made a point Recovery from the insidious disease
Mexico, just as wheat is in Illinois, for
of collecting reminiscences from the is
necessarily slow but the patient not many decades, but this year the area
old timers and printing them in the realizing his serious condition,
be- planted will be more tlian double of
hope of arousing interest In the his- comes impatient. when he finds that what it ever has been before and as
& COMPANY
tory of El Paso and vicinity. These two or three weeks do not restore him it has been found that beans are the
publications will continue from time to and blames climate or sanitarium and most reliable and profitable crop and
time as the articles develop or can be moves on to the next place, having well
adapted to both dry farming and
prepared and The Herald hopes to heard wonderful stories of how much irrigation, that can be planted in the
uto the work of marking historic sites better it is for this case. He often territory.
j
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of the Best Hotels in the West

One

Cuisine and
Table Service

For Best Laundry Work
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HOTEL

Large Sample
Room for Commercial Travelers

Unexcel led

SANTA PE, NEW MEXICO

WASHINGTON AVENUE
AMERICAN AND
EUROPEAN PLAN
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KERR'S

road-makin- g

PLAZA BARBERSHOP
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his-abl-

Commodious

Steam Heated: Electric
Lighted, Every Room

FIRST CLASS CAFE
IN CONNECTION

a Good One,
PRESS THE BUTTON WK

We Are
Now

Serving

Sample Ifosm

'

Long Distance Telephone Station.

y
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rietot

UO THK KEST,

FULL COURSE MEALS FROM NOON ON
'If yon drop in at 5 o'clocx you can get a hot
supper ready to eat and yon will not have to
wait.

Our increasing patronage is the
best proof t hat we merit yours

self-evide-

j

j

j
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THE HOTEL CORONADO

G.LUPTC HERRERA

Proprietor

'

d

ROGERS

HATES

$1.00 A DAY

AN t) TP

ALL MODERN OONVENIKKOES

egg's Peerless Hote
EUROPEAN PLAN

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

The only first class Hotel in Santa Fe, with hot and cold water in
every room, and with bath on every floor the finest & best OAFE In
the City in connection with Hotel. First class service guaranteed.
Nice sample room on first floor. Special attention given to
traveling
men.
Give us a trial if you want first class service,

in-c-

1
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and Don Gas par A ve.

j

GREGG Prp

j

H. S. KAUNE
PHONE 26
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CHIMAYO
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THE ORIGINAL OLD CURIO STORE
301-80- 3

San Francisco St.
Open Until 8. p. m.

THESE PRICES TALK
CHIMAYO PILLOWTOPS, 50c each
75c
NATURAL WOOL
25c '
WAR CLUBS
30c "
TOM TOMS
BOWS ar d ARROWS
I5c
65c per pouad and up
NAVAJO BLANKET. S

CANDELARIO

The Curio Man.

At the Sign of the Old Cart.
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ARE YOU G0!N'

A. Brodin a sightseer from Los Angeles, is in the city.
Mrs. R. R. 1'oHoek of Albuquerque,
is a tourisi in the city.

for Trout.

n

j

J

JlLgi!

iM

FISHIN'M. SPORTMAN?

Use the

BRISTOL1

J. O. Law and V. A. Cameron, of El
Paso are at Oreas's hotel.
O. Vane, a well known Denver sales-iniais calling nil the trade.
Edward Foster, a business man (
Street er. is at the Claire.
Mrs. I). V, Mott. of Hampton. la.
lis a siiuliLsetr at the Palace.
K. 11. Roiiers. a bitir;ess man from
Tucson, Ariz., is a' the Palace.
A. Lil'y .Jr.. a drug salesman of Baon the trade,
ltimore, is
(!. W. Smith, a sightseer from Horse
:Cave, Kentucky, is at the Palace.
E. Grims feld, a traveling man from
New York Citv. is at the Palace.
,
Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Garrett, of
is a sightseer ai the Claire.
George D. Stetson, a traveling man
from Kansas City, is at the Palace.
Nelson L. LeGrand' and Arthur A.
Wynne of the forest service are in the
city.
Bank OXE COLLAR A DAY $0 a week for only. one ypar, and leave
George E. Fischer, a shoe salesman
It stay for' 30 years. At 3 per cent co mponnd interest this will amount to front St. Ivouis, is calling on the trade
$758.16; at 4 per cent compound interest this will amount to $1.010.8S a here.
.1.
snug sum for old age.
Huthinberg. and J. J. Kirk, sightseers from West Virginia, are in the
Make OUR Bank YOUR Bank.
TVe pav liberal interest consistent with safety.
city.
Warden Clt'iifcs Romero of tlu
has gone to Las Vegas to
&
district court.
W. I!. Freeman of Denver, connecl-- j
ed ittt the reclamation service, is in
Santa Fe today.
BOY LOTS in the COLLEGE SUB DIVISION
Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Joseph have left
jfor Kansas City on important business
OF
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I

!
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some
other
few
and
a
tackle,
We've
supplies.
got 'em all, everything
that vnti nped. Just call at our store and
talk to OUR MAN WHO KNOWS, he will be glad to
tell you the best bait,the right flies,nd anything else
you wish to know.

If you are,

you

win.,

COME IN AND GET AC.
QUAINTED WITH HIM,
IT WILL BE TO YOUR
ADVANTAGE.

j

PUT'lT

IN. THE

.S'l

His Time is Yours

.

Em-budo-

Our Line is all new and complete in every

of flies is larger
and more complete, thn ever
We have lines, rods, reels, baskets, and everything for his majesty, THE
SPORTMAN; Come in and getnsxt to our line and prices. Our prices are lower
than ever before.
(Iftfiil our assortment

j

j
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CO.

TRUST
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seers
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THE

St.

A

at the Palace.

eag-

-

'

office.

Assistant '"ravelins:

Auditor

John!

i.Toerns has gone to Las Vegas where
;0)is family is visiting V. S. District;
"
Attorney David J. Leahy.

Windows

-

Wholesale & Retail
Dealers in

Everything in Hardware.

South and Central America and is an
exponent of the doctrine, "See America First."
W. Harry Olcott, special agent of
the bureau of the census, wk!i headquarters at Washington, D. C. arrived
and Beauye terday from Houston
some
mont, Texas, and will spt-ntime in Xew Mexico checking vp the
work of the census enumerators so as
to
certain that the count has
been c. mplete and accurate.
e

i

Celestino Ortiz, the prosperous Ks- tancia merchant, and his wife, former!
residents of this city, are here for ai
few days greeting old friends.
O. J. Read, of the state of Washing-ton, where he is a prosperous farmer,
is in the city on his way to the Estan-- i

FOR THE HOUSE

All kinds of furnishings from chinaware to stoves, and
AUo a fine assortment of desks chairs, table
ransras.
for the babies.
and nat racks. Wagner foldinj
VT.!
GRE
are
Tney
Look oer our stock and see if there isn't
something to interest you

Va--

,1

NTA PE HARDWARE & SUPPLY CO.

'

lencia county, members of the territorial medical board, is in town.
Hon. Malaquias Martinez, coal oil
inspector of the territory, is up from
Taos, on business connected with his

Phone. Fed Ho. 189

Dealers in Furniture

FINE LINE OP Carpets and Rugs

sight- -

AVilliam D. Radcliffe, of Belen,

Wagner Undertaking Establishment
ALSO

Miss

are
in

ware salesmen

Sole Agents in Santa Pe.
119 San Francisco

and

ill with appendicitis.
K. P. French, D. C. McElhinney arid
H. E. Gould, Denver
are
salesmen,
callin;;- on the trade here.
C. O. Rucker of St. Joseph, Mo., and
.1
K. Sullivan, of Denver, are hard-

WATSON & COMPANY
For full particulars call or
address the above company

Armington

the city.
Mrs. Harry Clancy wife of Assistant
Attorney C.eneral Clancy, is reported

$5.00 down $5.00 a moath, no interest, no
taxes, no mortage, a deed when the lots are
paid for. You can't, afford to let a GOOD investment like this go by when it costs you
only sixteen and two third cents a day.

O

.John

Notice our

Take a little vacation next Sunday and
take up the Isaac Walton Fever.

transactions.
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MONEY AND METALS.
Xew York, May 23. Call money
per cent ; Prime mercantile
cia valley where he will visit his son. ; ;!
4
Max B. Krause.
paper
per cent; Mexican dol- an
formerly
Atchison
lars
44;
Amalgamated TOIJ-X- ;
of the Townsend & Co., of this
1203-4- ;
110
York
Xew
Central
now
and
at
was
in
Belen.
the
city
city
164
Pacific
Southern
yesterday and registered at the Pal Reading
126
Steel
Union Pacific 1S3
ace.
pfd. 118
Thomas J. Curran of Cooney. in the S3
Ornamental Doors
Xew York, Mav 23. Lead steady
Mogoilon district, where he is mana-- l
copper firm standard spot
eer of a larsre mininir and smelh.ne en. ' 445ft
terprise, is in town from Socorro 12.50 bid; July 12.u0f.12.35: silver
53
county.
GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
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sidered the artesian belt.
The Santa Fe railway is replacing
its old bridge across the Pecos river,
at Carlsbad with a modern steel structure. The concrete piers were put in
some time ago. The steel ha now
arrived, and the bridge will be completed at an early date. The road from
Carlsbad to Pecos has had much work
done on it the past few months, and
is in excellent shape this spring
to
carry the heavy cattle trains of which
there has been three to four a day for
the past two months. The business of
the Pecos valley part of the road has
increased much during the last two
For a number of years one
years.
mixed train a day took care of the
business of the road from Pecos to
AntariPo; after a while a freight service was inaugurated between Roswell
and Amarillo and later a freight service of three times a week from Roswell to Carlsbad.
Now this has been
increased to a daily service and it will
not be very long until mixed train
between Carlsbad and Pecos will be
unable to care for the growing business. Tihe business of a. railroad is a
reliable index of the growth of the
country through which it operates.
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Portland or Seattle

MORE

DENVER & (110 Gfi

PINKHAM

CURES

to

ROSWELL AUTO

TO NORTHWEST and RETURN

ROSWELL NEW MEX

00

d

J. W. STOCKARD, manager

d

TO THE EAST and RETURN

Chicago
St. Louis
Kansas City
Denver
Colorado Spring
Pueblo
----

a.?avf

y

FARE

p $5.00

-

$50.35
44.35
35.35

21.10
18.15
16.15

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE,
DEMING IS AFTER
A RURAL MAIL

ST.

PACt CcVEN.

M.

terms and conditions as may seem ex- pedienr.
To invest money niton the seof Real Estate in the United
States of America, and the Dominion
.of Canada.
'
To collect (,n rommission
or interests due in the Tnited
States

ROUTE.-

-

i

Sixty Acres

in Potatoes

on

'

the Shull

Place Thirty-SeveWhilwinds
in Two Days in Luna County.
n

i

A petition;
Deming, X. M., May
for a rural mail route out of Doming
is being circulated.
All requirements!
of the postoffice department, can be
met, and, while it will require some
time for the matter to be gotten be- fore the proper authorities and acted
upon, it is considered practically certain that the route will be establish- cd. There could be no evidence more
e'oquent or convincing of the rapidity j
with which the farming lauds around
Deming are settling up. A year ago
the proposal to establish a rural mail
route out of Deming would have been
considered a joke.
They have finished planting potatoes on the Shull place. There are
sixty acres in all. Half of these are
up, and a third of them are four
inches tall and are commencing to
shade the ground considerably.
The poles for the power line con- tracted for by the Deming Ice & Elec-trie Company have been received.
The construction work on this ten-mile power line will be begun immediately.
R. W. Yeagin and J. W. Berry, both
of Hondale, are in Deming today.
E. H. Bickford returned from Lake
Valley this morning. He left this afternoon for his ranch up the Mimbres.
the school
Everybody pronounces
exhibit a great success.
R. E. Cameron has returned from
Silver City where he has been attending a meeting of the board of directors of the Deming Ice & Electric
Company.
A. S. White, of the firm of Beach,
Peters & White, who are developing
eight quarters of land twenty miles
south of Deming is in town today.
By actual count there have been
thirty-seve- n
whirlwinds strike Deming in the last two days. Application
is made to astronomers to tell us if
the comet can be held responsible.
Real Estate Record.
J. A. Frieborn to Lillian Frieborn,
Sec. 10 T. 24 S. R. 9
NW.
W.
W.
Pablo Ribero and Delfina de Ribero
Sec. 15 T.
to A. C. Wintamute SE.
24 S. R. 9 W.
Ollie M. Nelson and J. W. Nelson
to Louis Hellberg NE. 4 of NE. 4
Sec. 11 T. 29 S. R. 8 W.
Townsite
Hondale
Company to
Robt. Bruce Lot 7 in Block 19 of Hondale.
Hondale Townsite Company to Elbert M. Sherrill Lots 11 and "12 in
Block 18 of Hondale.
Louis Hellberg et al. to Mrs. S. P.
Ross Lots 13 and 14 in Block 11, and
Lots 7 and 8 in Block 51 in the town
of Columbus.
C. L. Higday to Otis Dotsons six
acres out of NE. 4 Sec. 34 T. 28 S.
R. 8 W.
Hondale Townsite Company to G.
W. Cann Lots 6, 7 and 8 in Block 44,
and Lots 3, 4 and 5 in Block 54 of the
town of Hondale.
Hondale Townsite Company to C. H.
Begin Lots 1, 2, 3 and 4 in Block 44 of
the town of Hondale.
Jno. R. Blair to Clem Windhause
Lots 7 and 8 in Block 47 of the town
oi Columbus.
Articles of incorporation from the
territory of New Mexico to the New
Mexico Abstract & Title Company.
Marriage licenses, Berdinio Duran
to Philipa Alamandarez, Vicente
to Teresa Gomez.

k'i rL

.

j

-

$

Jm-

no thin

To

other things
ever incidental to any of the
U

in nil

4.

whntso-da-

afon- -

The i;,,jliiy of the Members is
The nominal

of the
Capital
divided into
j
rii.oi.ii Shares of cio each, with power t., increase, as provided by the
of Association.

j

u,

:

'J

. i

is

.."no. 000,

s

71

A

Knew.

Assistant-Registra-

r

FOR KKNT- - Furnished room. Bath.
Celltlellliill Oil!
Johnson St.

Joint-Stoc-

I;:'

d.

ICimpain

Stair

Companies, do hereby
ceitify that The Scottish American
Limited is this
Mortgage Cottipam
incorporated under the (,'oinpa- an 1m;T, and that i'
nies' Acts.
is a Company limited by Shares.
Given under my hand this Twetity-seventl- i
day of July Eighteen hundred
and Seveniy-fonf- .
STAIR AGXKW",
Assistant Registrar of Joint-StocCompanies for Scotland.
CERTIFICATE OF REGISTRATION

(Saiil Objects.

j

.:

I.

of

Cou-Itmn-

limit.

AT

Tinier the Companies" Acts, lst',2
and 1m;t.

i

you? money's

1

THE SCOTTISH AMERICAN MORTGAGE COMPANY LIMITED.

'

FOR RENT Five room house on
Lower San Francisco street. Inquire
at 24 San Francisco s'reet.

1

well :;;!
TO RENT- room with use of bath,
ferred. Inquire at. office.

fro.lt

.

i.ady

pre-

FOR SALE Lands irrigated by thr
Santa Fe Irrigation and Improvement
Co., maps and prices at Charles E.
' Michael
Real Estate.

OF

ORDER OF COURT
"Varied, in terms of the Companies
Memorandum of Association) Act CONFIRMING ALTERATION OF OBIV'o, by Special Resolution of 2th
JECTS CR FORM OF CONCIGAR SALESMAN WANTED ExSTITUTION.
Inly and Ist Anetist, IV.)?,, confirmed
perience unnecessary. Sep our brands
Pursuant to s. 2 (1) of ,'p, ami ,Yt to the rettail trade. Rij pay. Write
by th,. Court of Session, Oth November Sir,.
iVict.. ch. 01'.
for full particulars at once. Globe
v Resolution (f 3rd February, 1SM0.
AMERICAN'
THE
SCOTTISH
Cigar Co., Cleveland, O.
MORTGAGE COMPANY
LIMITED,
We
the several
vhos bavin? by Special Resolution ALTERpersons
worktobacco,
names and addresses are subscribed, ED ITS Objects is confirmed bv an Preferable right? of preference
7
stock
val
are desirous of being formed into a Order of the Court of Session, bearini;
ue
manship,
8
Voting
powers
Cotnpanx, in pursuance of this Mem date the Nrfith day of November, 1S!i:',.
a
9
Powers to borrow money
I HEREBY CERTIFY THE REGISorandum of Association, and we re
to
with
Powers
other
amalgamate
spectively agree to take the number TRATION of the said Order and of a
cigar, a solid cuar, a
10
Companies
of Shares in th Capita of the Com- - Printed copy of the Memorandum of
the
on
that
burns
11
cigar
Powers
of
Company
our respective Association so tillered.
pany set opposite
level
not on
names.
Given under my ihand at Edinburgh, Act and memorandum to be lodged
12
with registrar
a
Name, Address, and
of this Twentv-firs- t
slant, a ripe
day of November.
Description
Subscriber
One Thousand Eight Hundred
audi Reference to shares in testament- 13
Number of Shares
a
well - blended cigar
ary instruments
Ninety-three- .
Taken by Each Subscriber.
14
tasty wrapper combined with
Costs of Act
T. .1. CORDON, of No. 3, Queen
MACLEOD.
REGINALD
a fragrant long filler, r ound
AN ACT
Joint-Stocin
the County of
Street, Edinburgh,
Registrar of
Companies. To enable
the Scottish
American
in every case in town
Edinburgh. Writer to the Signet, one
Companies' (Memorandum of AssoLimited
to creaHead in every case.
Mortgage
Company
2.
share.
s.
ciation) Act, lSttu,
to
ate
its
Preference
Slock;
enlarge
J. GUTHRIE SMITH, of 10
The Clubhouse is bardod
and for other purposes.
powers;
Place, Edinburgh, in the Counthe Perfecto is not
(Principal filed 21 Aug. l!to:i.
Royal Assent 11th Ancust. !t0:i )
ty of Edinburgh. Advocate, one share. THE SCOTTISH AMERICAN MORTNILES & MOSER CIGAR CO.
Preamble.
CHARLES WILLIAM COWAN, of
Distributors
GAGE COMPANY LIMITED
Scottish American
The
Whereas,
Denver, Col,
Telephone Main 3500
in
the County of EdinValleyfield,
ACT 1903.
in this
Mortgage Company Limited
burgh Paper Manufacturer, one share.
Act called "the Company")
was inHENRY I. SHELDON, of the City of
ARRANGEMENT OF SECTIONS.
corporated in the year one thousand
Chicago, P. S. A., Solicitor, presently Preamble.
Sect. eight hundred and seventy-fou- r
under
the
10!
at
Palace
Hotel.
residing
1 the
t.itfe
Short
1SC7 as
Acts
and
1S(;i
Companies
Princes Street, Edinburgh,
in
the
2 a
Interpretation
Company limited by shares having
County of Edinburgh, one share.
,. ,
Power to increase capital and creits
registered office in Scotland with
ALEX. THOMPSON, of 4:la George
3 a
ate preference shares
capital of one million pounds dividBerardinelli's three base hit, where pany Limited, No. 63Mt, a foreign cor- - .street, Edinburgh, in the Countv of
Directors nitty divide shares with
ed into one hundred thousand shares
the latter died. Safford followed suit potation from Scotland, and also, that Edinburgh, Merchant, one share
to
one
ten pounds each with power to inprefpreference
of
portion;
I
have
the
the
following copy' d. H. HALE, of Chicago, V. S. A.,
with a three bagger and finishing
compared
erence shares converted
into
crease as provided by the Articles of
run, leaving the score at the end of of the same, with the original there- - Esq., presently residing at 'the Palace
4 Association:
stock
this inning three to the good for the of now on file, and declare it to be a Hotel, 10! Princes Street Edinburgh,
adto
sums
Power
in
And whereas the capital of the Comrepay
paid
correct transcript therefrom and of tne 4,, the County of Edinburgh, one share!
"Peerless."
vance of calls and divide shares
was in the year one thousand
pany
thereof.
whole
a
in
Jilt
each
Kunz
and
got
Hidalgo
j nCNCAN SMITH, of 62 Frederick with preference to one portion;
eight hundred and ninety increased to
Given under my hand and the Great street, Edinburgh, in the County of
their turn but failed to score.
one million live hundred
preference shares to be convert
thousand
The features of the game were the Seal of the Territory of New Mexico Edinburgh, Solicitor before the' Su-a- t
5
into stock
ed
pounds divided into one hundred and
and
the City of Santa Fe, the Capital on preme Courts of Scotland, one share.
excellent field work of Stanton
Payments hereafter made in adfifty thousand shares of ten pounds
Keefe an dthe stick work of Clancy. this yth day of April, A. D. J010.
Dated the 21th day of July 1ST4.
vance of calls to be converted
each :
from
NATHAN
The game was clean and sporty
JAFFA,
Witness to the above Signatures
into preference stock; notice of
And whereas the whole of the said
start, to finish. Digneo umpired tne (Seal)
Secretary of New Mexico.
WILLIAM ADAM.
time
when
10 be
option:
shares
option
original and increased have
and
The
1862
1867.
Acts
of
and
Of No. 17 Clarence Street. Edinburgh,
Companies
game with great good judgment
exercised; limit of shares on exbeen issued
.
in the County of Edinburgh,
impartiality, none of his decisions
ercise of option; if option to exAnd whereas a sum of two pounds
were seriously questioned or opposed COMPANY LIMITED BY SHARES.
tent of limit not reached direcper share has been called and paid up
by either side.
COMPANIES' ACTS, 1862 AND 1867.
tors may afterwards accept payon the said one hundred and fifty
The Peerless team showed itself MEMORANDUM OF ASSOCIATION
ment; memorandum of shares to
thousand shares giving a total called
team
capable of playing ball with any
COMPANY
OF
LIMITED BY SHARES.
be executed and filed; preference
and paid up capital of three hundred
in the Territory, judging from the ease THE SCOTTISH AMERICAN MORTshares converted into stock:
tnousand pounds and the Company
with which they defeated Albuquer
GAGE COMPANY
LIMITED.
CERTIFICATE OF INCORPORATION
share certificates to be surrendteam.
crack
que's
1.
The name or tn
OF
ered and new certificates issued (
Company is
Continued on Page Nine.
"The Scottish
American
Mortgage
Company Limited."
PLAYS AND PLAYERS
2.
The Registered Office of the
will be situate in Scotland.
Company
St. Elmo has been a book for many
3. The Objects for which the Comis
romance
Its
bewitching
thousands.
is established are
its religious spirit fervent. Its power pany
(1) To receive money by way of
to thrill grows as the story progresses Loan on
Deposit or Debenture, and to
until the most casual listener finds his
For Backache, Rheumatism, Kidney and Bladder Disorders. Do not risk
raise money by the creation and issue
attention enchanted and himself wrap of Debenture
and Diabetes. Commence today and be well.
Stock, perpetual or othhaving Bright's Disease STRIPLING-BURROWped in tihe lives of the folk who move erwise, in such manner
on
and
such
& CO
in and out of its action. The perfect
of
this
dramatizations
and copyrighted
remarkable story will be seen at the
Elks' theater for one night only,
tomorrow. The play has aroused considerable interest, not only among the
regular theater goers, but equally so
among those who may be inclined,
through mistake but honest belief, to
SANTA FE FIVE;
not
DUKE CITY THREE. look askance at the stage. Do
miss this event of the season .
A Humming Ball Game Was Played
WANTED A CARLOAD
Yesterday Afternoon in Presence
OF REAL BABIES.
of Large Crowd.
San Antonio, Texas, May 23. If you
cL
have
babies, up to the numa
The Greys Albuquerque's best base ber ofany spare
them
send
or
thereabouts
thirty
on
met
the
defeat
ball team, again
to this city, but don't attach any string
campus of St. Michael's college yester- to their future status. The milk in
the
at
of
the
hands
day, this time
the coca is that there are in this city
"Gregg's Peerless" wQiose scalp recent- thirty women who were promised a
e
ly dangled at the belt of the Albu- baby each by llie New York Foundling!
querque bunch.
and Orphan Asylum but who were chs-- j
The game began promptly at 3 p. m. appointed because the babies never
with the visitors at the bat but they came. Ostensibly the wee ones did not
failed to get a man to first, the same appear on the scene because they were
medicine was administered to the in great demand in the territory
home team in their half of that inn- through which they passed, but there
ing. The second inning was more is said to have also been a contribu-tarfavorable to both teams, Xoyer of the
cause. The fact that the babies
visitors crossed the plate in this inn- would only be given into Catholic
If you had the opportunity to safely invest a few spare hundred dollars where such investment would be coning as did Stanton of the Ihome team. homes created quite a little stir among
sidered absolutely beyond question, in a pleasant and profitable business, you would be willing to listen to the
Keefe after sliding several feet reach- would-bmothers of other denominaed second safely, finishing the rest tions and is even said to have caused
argument advanced for such investment, would you not?
of the route home on his feet thus them to write to Governor Campbell
There is nothing the earth has yet produced that has been so profitable to those who accepted the opportunity
gaining a score on the visitors which protesting against this seemingly unas oil just oil taken from the earth. Of course it is well known that enormous fortunes have been made in
was
the
held until in the sixth
lead
The state's execdiscrimination.
just
oil.
crude
when Kunz utive looked into the matter and found
unexpected
happened
lined a high one over Stanton's Ihead that the babies would be well taken
Money lying uninvested is slothful. Money well invested is industrious, asuch an investment must be impress
which made it easy going for a homer, care of
local Catholics and for this
sessor gratifying results.
by
j
this was the only ball that reached reason saw no cause why he should
Stanton's territory that escaped cap interfere. Whether San Antonio got
The seeker for a safe place to make such an investment muust be impressed with the statements of truth which
have been appearing in these columns. You are not invited to interest yourself in a proposition
drawn upon
ture, all others that came his way just no babies on account of this action
and
with
all.
at
estimated
outlines
naturally dropped into his mit.
a
case
was
paper,
proposed
profits
it
or
whether
taken
simply
During the next, inning Stanton of exhausted supply is hard to say at
The opportunity is now at your door to join in the accumulation of wealth which is being made from the wonones
succession
in
three
high
caught
this time. At any rate tJhe babies did
derful California oil fields the richest state in this mineral in the Union.
putting as many of the visitors out of not come and the crowd of women
a
of
tihe game. Saffo-rpassed
couple
that met the train on which the bairns
The stock of the California-Nationa- l
Crude Oil Company is a safe investment for large and small investors. Buy
men to first on balls but caught Noyer were scheduled to arrive went homej
stock now because this is' the last week you can buy at 40 cents.
S'S-lSi1!'i
napping and threw him out at that disappointed.
Any one wishing to;
base.
will
of
a
carload
make up
youngsters
The score remained tied until the. have no difficulty in disposing of them!
when
tenth inning
Hidalgo drove out in this city and southwest Texas. Butj
s
a three bagger to left and scored on a there should be some variety.
safe one by Kunz. Albuquerque stock
are the favorites.1
and blue-eyeCalifornia National Crude Oil Co.
California National Crude Oil Co.
went skyward at this juncture only
I.
W.
I.
Cat.
Hellman Bldg., Los Angeles Cal.
Los
W.
Hellman
when
Angeles
lined
below
Bldg.,
to drop
Clancy
par
Certificate of Comparison.
GENTLEMEN:
GENTLEMEN:
a three bagger to left out of reach Territory of New Mexico,
shares of
shares of
Kindly issue me
Kindly issue me
of De Blassi. Moore put a high one
Office of the Secretary.
CAL. NATIONAL CRUDE OIL GO.
th Treasury Stock of above corpora- - j
the Treasury Stock of above 'borpora-tion- .
to center field which was sacked by I, Nathan Jaffa, Secretary of the
tion.
Kunz who was unable to put it home
Territory of New Mexico, do hereby
I. W. HELLMAN BUILDING,
in payment
in payment
Enclosed find $
Enclosed find $. .'
In time to prevent Clancy from crossfiled
record
wa3
for
there
that
certify
LOS ANGELES.
same.
same.
wtoich
evened
for
the
for
the
again
2
plate,
ing
o'clock p. m., on the
in this office at
Name
Name
score. Stanton drifted to third by 5th
of April, A. D., 1910, Certified
day
Address
Address
easy stages while Dolan followed to Copy of Articles of Incorporation of
second and both crossed the plate on the Scottish American Mortgage Com- j

j
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HADLEY HALL IN ASHES.
will do all opean garden effect. Prettily clad
maids took "short orders" from a
(Continued from Page One.)
prepared menu and everyone
j
Social The Ladies' carefully
Ice Cream
into
entered
the mirth of the evening.
From
Page
Two.)
(Continued
on
M.
Johnson
E.
A.
church
Aid of the
to be the finest of the group
Dancing concluded the program.
will give an ice cream social at
i street
The equip1namlPlinn
of university buildings.
Trv
mine
8 o'clock Wednesday evening, the pro
Found Two keys on a ring. Owner ment in the hall was valued at aptor; sure cure.
ceeds to be used in reparing the may have same by calling at this of- proximately $85,000, the various ma.muumg.
i churcn
ine cumu..
fice and paying for this
I.
see
C.
driver
chines and apparatus being the best
and
Sweet,
conveyance
consists of Mrs.
social
the
of
charge
002 Galisteo.
money could buy. Many of the fine
D. Chieks
scientific instruments were almost
BOND WITH WATER FILING.
Vacation time is Kodak time. Our Charles Parsons, Mrs. F.
A. B. Slaughter.
without a money price and several
slock is complete. From $1.00 to $35. and Mrs.
A Good Thing for a Good Cause
were the only ones of their kind in
Fischer Drug Co.
(Continued From Page One)
existence and it i3 feared cannot be
Tickets on Sale at Fischer's and The concert and dance tomorrow
of
Several collections
Weltmer's Tickets for the concert evening, wnicn win oe one ottne most engineer. There is where the specula- duplicated.
'southwestern relics of priceless worth
and dance tomorrow evenin at the successful society and artistic events tor is given his opportunity.
"Therefore any restriction which were destroyed in the blaze,
public librarj. are on sale at Fisch-- ; or the year, will be held in the
President E. McQueen Gray, who
drug store and Weltmer's book sembly room of the public library and the territorial engineer can make to
Board of prevent excessive or speculative filings is in the northern part of the terri-i- s
store. They are 75 cents and admit is given by the Woman's
bound to operate in the long run to tory on business, was telegraphed
to concert which begins at 8:45 p. m., '.Trade for the fund to make available
for the accommodation of the Masons to the public the Rito de los Frijoles the advantage of the legitimate (level- - early this morning regarding the loss
who will attend, and the dance at 'and Ben Hur room in the Old Palace, oper.
of the fire and is expected to return
"The amount of the bond Is not home tonight.
which refreshments will be served,
The mural paintings for which are
FOl'XD A small purse, containing complete and are said to be among the j large; sufficient only to keep out most
j, js understood that the Hadley
some jewelry, a key, etc., has been finest to be found in the United States. of those, who have no intention of de- - )n)iiding is partially covered by insur- turned into this office. Owner may;
Kodak makes a suitable present vetopment. two hundred and titty dol- - ance although the exact amount car
j have same
for
this ad.
by paying
for the young lady, or gentleman, lars is certainly not a large amount to ried on it could' not- be learned this
j
A nice assortment
put up as an evidence of good faith in morning.
of consistory graduate. Fischer Drug Co.
ns. the construction of a project for the
rings, buttons, charms and lapel but-- j
From
England-toLetter
nteresting
Prices low for first class work. ,,ril,w. r..irJ ni.n
seeretarv of irrigation of a thousand acres, or $10,- 200,000
H. C. Yontz, jeweler.
involving
inter-- 000 or a project
Til1
w. ,0i,.o,i
acres. The average cost of storage in
Turn Abouts of Trains It was Xo.
Mrs.
aunt.
esting letter from her
Xew Mexico must be at least ten dol3, the California flyer from the east, Thomas Waller of
Maidstone, Eng
HOW THEY STAND.
The, bond is only a
that was late today and Xo. 10 trom land dated May 10, and which among lars an acre-foothe south and the west that, was oniyiother jn,eresting matters speaks of: fraction of that amount.
National League.
a little late.
"Such a bond will no doubt save
Won. Lost P. C.
King KciWard's death as follows: "I!
confusion in connection with
9
.640
16
St. Elmo was dramatized only a few expect you have read the bad news;"-iucPittsburg
If-man is allow-t11
.593
16
ago and already it promises in vour papers by now saying King ture adjudications.
Chicago
second Cincinnati
11
.577
mark an epoch in the historv of! Edward is dead. It is a great blow ed by law to file on twenty-fiv- e
lu
or more when tie needs only five Vpw YnrU
1fi
14
dramatized novels. The citv nrortue-- : to the Ensrlish neonle as he was
Uion of this unique play will be seen much looked up to and beloved, and ami could use .no more, it is only hu- - Philadelphia
.500
13
13
umuie iuu ne suuuiu uo so. ims gt T ou is 6
at the Elks' theater tomorrow night, jalso dying so suddenly and unexpect-- j
15
.500
13
in proportion rfislntl
18
.357
10
Daughter Arrives U. S. Examiner edly last Friday night at 11:45. All ruling, requiring a bond
10
.333
20
'of Surveys G. D. T). Kirknatrick was the people are expected to go in to me size of the hiing, will prevent Brooklyn
filings of that character
American League.
presented today by his wife with a 'mourning for at least three months, mst of the
"ibabv daughter. This is the second and until after the funeral on May 20 "Being an innovation this regulation
Won. Lost P. C.
.
meet with vigorous nro- Bi..u:,'..
5
20
.800
child, the first born being a son.
!evervthing will look very gloomy, will no doubt,
test but I am sure it has the approv- - New York
black
mast
banners
half
and
8
18
.692
with
or-flags
Concert and Dance-Morri- son's
j
al of those who have the .real devel Boston
fenestra will furnish the music tomor-- ' on all the shop windows."
. 556
15
12
me icjiuuij ai uifai i. 1 TWrnit
Ifi
13
.552
row evening for the dance that will; Fine Musical Treat "The European u;uicih ui
'
understand that out of over four hun-'- ; rl
i n ,
,o 14
.481
follow the concert in the assembly Garden" or fete of all nations, held dred
applications for permits within Washington
11
.379
IS
room of the public library tomorrow Saturday at the Armory for the benefit
ine
mi ee. years orny aoout seven Chicago
8
16
refreshments of the Episcopal church, proved a per last
Toothsome
evening.
cent of the projects have been St. Louis
5
20
.200
will be served. Tickets, 75 cents each, financial success and from a musical
in a satisfactory manner,
completed
well.
one
as
an
artistic
will admit to both concert and dance, standpoint
I
thought suppose that others will
WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY.
Youth is Arrested Elfredo Alarid, Rev. Mr. Pratt sang two delightful ten-th- e sometime be finished. However the '
solos one of which was "All
16 year old son of Ricardo Alarid 01
of
completed projects is
,
mel- - percentage
n nlH- Wpkh
....
Thrmigrli ttiA Vip-litNatlonal League.
wtlB cuiesiru oaiuiuai ntnUt
email and most states could no
uigm tuaigcu
Miss !er
Boston at Cincinnati.
with forcing an entrance unto the ' ody which was well received.
St
snow
one
even.
It
uouui
.
smaller
, .. m,
i.
;,.i
Brooklyn at St. Louis.
im will be
grocery store or jesus urtiz. rne n"' ia r iue, a re muc gm, ,!tu
to note what, effect
NeV York at Pittsburg.
j Buster Brown curls and
store is near Guadalupe church.
charming man- - j ine newinteresting
ruling win nave. There is
SOlOS With such
Philadelphia at Chicago.
If vou have rooms to rent, put an ne's played two violin
n,1o,.Jno doubt in my mind that when it
American League.
dllU BUKIL IfllC 1UU011.C11
mc,0, IU1UC1"
In
commences to operate there will be
s anrtinS
?r.a.,81x ear old wie,der of very few speculative filings and few
We are continually receiving calls
Chicago at Boston.
from people who want furnished
St. Louis at Washington.
ed to genuine enthusiasm. Miss Fiske uncompleted irrigation propositions."
rooms. One lady who just ordered her
Notaries Public Appointed.
is a pupil of Mrs. Bean who played
at Philadelphia.
Detroit
"Ad." out said she rented all four of
Governor Mills before leaving for
Cleveland at New York.
Rogers
her rooms and that Xew Mexican ads her piano accompaniment.
Fiske followed with two violin solos, Roswell this forenoon, appointed the
were all right.
The Santa Fe County Institute will
the Andalusian Serenade and Pader-ewski'- s following notaries public: Abel SanThere is no nicer present than a
Taos county; convene Monday morning June 6th at
Minuet. He gave an artistic doval of Chamisal,
Kodak for your young friends who are
interpretation of both and was warm Young G. Stanley of Portales, Roose- 8 o'clock. It will be under the same
graduating from school. Fischer Drug ly applauded. Mrs. Bean played alljvelt county; Eligio Ortega of Tram regulations and instructors as last
Co.
of the piano accompaniments with her ',as' J aos county.
year. All third grade teachers who
Will Do All He Can to Defeat
usual brilliance.
There were several;
attend all the time' will receive $15
Enlarged Homestead Addition.
W. H. Andrews writes Judge other musical numbers. The hall was
Secretary of the Interior R. A. Bal- - at the close for such attendance. RegA. L. Morrison of this city that "there
artistically draped with flags of all na-i-s linger has designated 57,:60 acres istration fee $2. Mrs. George Dixon,
absolutely no danger of the bill re-- . Hons and the numerous little tables more for enlarged homestead entries conductor; J. A. Wood, instructor;
moving the Geronimo band of Apaches scattered over the floor gave the Eur- - in Xew Mexico.
John V. Conway, Co. Supt
Xew Mexico, and
can to defeat it."
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GROCERY AND BAKERY

20 to 60c a dz
ORANGES
Save 1 da wrappers from our Oranges send
cent stamps and wrappers to California Fruit
Growers Exchange. Chicago II!., and get a rice
Silver Plated Orange Spoon.

20 to 60c a dz
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STRAWBERRIES

i

on ice, fine
affords iu ve

Fresh every day, picked ripe shipped
flavor 15c
getaoles.

Everything the market

Il 4.
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BASEBALL.
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SPECIAL
SALE

SPECIAL

LACES & EMBR0IPER1ES

t.

SALE

j

Ae have just received our new Stock of this
SPRING and SUMMER 1910 Embroideries and Laces which will be SPECIAL SALE
during this month only. All new patterns and
designs.
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EUGENIO ROMERO

LUMBER

&

COAL YARD

j

Lump, nut and
mine run coal

Lumber and all kinds
of building material.

,

r-

i

YARD ON HICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

j

Wmvin

Phone Red 100

Red Phone 100

T0MAS P. DELGADO Mgr.

SATISFACTION

RnnTI ULAbS

ASSURED
EO DO RE
RRIOK.. Prop

CORRICK'S HACK LINE

HICK SERVICE

For Hire at
Popular Prices

I

elegate

Buggies and Saddle Horses
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Reserving Nothin

Oh,

and flooding our community with the

greatest Shoe bargains the citizens
Santa Fe have ever known.

What

Every

Dollars'

worth

of

of

Men's,

Women's, Boys' Misses' and Children's

a

Shoes must be cleared away at once.

This Great Shoe Sale

Shoe

begins today at 8:00 o'clock a. ni.

sale that will pack our store with
eager buyers from start to finish. You
is a

Chance!

can't afford to miss it, nor can you

af-

ford to wait and take what's left.
Come early.
over.

We'll

carry nothing

Here's a few of our

just for a sample:

price-cut- s

-

$2.25, $2.50, $3.00, $3.50, $4.00

It

is time for our

Great Annual Shoe

Clearance Sale, and
go.

tfae Shoes must

We shall now throw our stock

$4.56.

higher.

Remember we carry the three

Son Shoe, The Florsheim Shoe and

the Hamilton Brown Shoe.

D

,.;V u'a,

L

and

one-tihir- d

best shoe lines in the world, Hannan
&

upon the market.

The former price was
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HIGH

ENOUGH

HERE.

how counter is

SHAPED TO CONFORM TO
HEEL NO SLIPPING HERE.
TOP, IOW ENOUGH HOT TO
T00CH ANKlE BONE.
(4) D0ES N0T BAG HER!
(5) SUPPORTS ARCH Or

MONDAY,

MAY 23, 1910.

fHE SANTA FE

NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.
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tween or among themselves as may mentioned in such resolution;
sums and grant bills or promissory
be authorized consistently with the Time When Option to be Exercised.
notes or rash credit or ordinary honds
regulations for the time being of the
(Continued from Page Seven.)
(b) Each holder of partly paid or- and dispositions in security or cash
Company and the Company may at dinary shares shall be at liberty to credit bonds and assignations in
has in addition thereto accumulated a any time and from time to time con- exercise the option as to all or any
or issue bonds mortgages dereserve fund amounting to one hun- vert any shares existing at the pass- of his partly paid ordinary shares at bentures mortgage debentures debeing of this Act or which may there- lanv time within such period as may nture
dred and fifty thousand pounds:
debenture
stocks
mortgage
And whereas the Company is not after be created when fully paid up be stated in the notice (being not less stocks bonds of annuity annuity certit-- I
empowered by its Memorandum and into stock and the Company may at than seven days from the time when icatfs or othe r securities or acknowArticles of Association or Regulations any time and from time to time con- the notice is posted) and that in such ledgements therefor or in respect
to create or issue preference shares vert shares or stock partly into ordi- manner as may be specified in such thereof transferable to bearer or othor preference slock or to convert nary and partly into one or more class- notice;
erwise founded or based upon the credshares or stock partly into ordinary es of preference shares or stock and Limit of Shares on Exercise of Option. it of the Company or secured upon
and partly into preference shares or any such conversion shall be effected
c) The directors may in such reso- ali or any of the nronertv assets or
stock and it is expedient that these by resolutions of the Company from lution fix a limit to the number of revenue thereof and terminable repowers should be conferred on the time to time as provided in the regu- shares in respect of which they will deemable or perpetual and upon such
lations of the Company.
accept payment in exercise of the op- terms as to price priority or otherCompany:
And whereas for the purpose of pay-ir-- Directors
May Divide Shares With tion thereby conferred and in the wise as the Company shall think fit
event of their fixing such a limit a no- and in security of the money so bor-- j
off or reducing the indebtedness
Preference to One Portion.
4.
and obligations of the Company it is
(a) rowed or
If at any time the directors in tice given in terms of
in any of the
expedient that the Company should exercise of the powers vested in them of this section shall contain a state- ways aforesaid mortgage pledge or
rot only have the power from time to by the regulations of the Company ment of such limit and if the aggro-gat- e charge or transfer or convey absolute
number of shares in respect of ly or in trust or in security the whole
time to make a call or calls on the un- intake a call or calls on the shareholdci lied amount of the shares of the ers in respect of the ordinary shares which payment is offered in exercise or any part of the property assets or
Company but also be authorized to iheid by them respectively the dire- of the option exceeds such limit the reevenue of the Company including unaccept payment from the shareholders ctors may by memorandum in writing directors shall in the exercise of their called capital and give creditors powci any of them of the uncalled liabili- under the common seal of the Com-jpan- y absolute discretion bring the number ers of sale and other usual and necesdetermine that the said ordinary within the limit aforesaid by rateable sary powers provided that the total
ty ou'any or all of the shares held by
amount outstanding at any one time
(hem respectively, and to convert the shares shall be divided into two and proportional reduction;
sums called up when paid or the sums shares that is to say one fully paid If Option to Extent of Limit Not of moneys so borrowed shall not in
the aggregate exceed the amount of
Reached Directors May Afterprepaid or part thereof into shares preference share each share being
the uncalled capital or one half of
wards Accept Payment.
or to create stock having rights of equal to the amount, of the call and
(d) In the event of the option to the Company's paid up capital for the
lieftrence to the ordinary or other one ordinary share each share being
of the nominal value equal to the nom- make payment not being exercised to time being whichever is greater at the
capital of the Company:
Ard whereas in conformity with a inal value of the share so divided less the full extent of the limit fixed by the time of borrowing and in addition a
resolution of the directors of the the amount of the call and that the directors within the period stated in sum equal to the amount of the
fund for the time being.
Company passed in tlhe year one thou- call so made shall be appropriated as the notice the directors may there
unsand eight hundred and eighty-sipayable in respect of such preference after accept payment from any share- Powers to Amalgamate With Other
der the powers conferred upon them share and that the residue of the holder until the limit is reached;
Companies.
10. The Company may amalgamate
by the Articles of Association the amount paid on the ordinary share so Memorandum of Shares to Be Executed and Filed.
Company has received in advance of divided shall be credited as paid up on
with any persons companies or firms
(e) The directors shall from time and
calls from shareholders holding thirty-se- the ordinary share of reduced amount
may acquire any business or any
ven
thousand five hundred shares resulting from such division and such to time file with the Registrar of Joint interest therein
within or beyond the
the sum of eight pounds per share be- memorandum shall also state the Stock Companies a memorandum un- United Kingdom either by purchase
on
terms and conditions as to priority of der the common seal of the Company or otherwise and may make or
ing the whole capital uncalled
accept
and
otherwise setting fortlh the shares in respect of payment in money shares stocks
those shares or in all the sum of three ranking dividends
dewhich
whidh such preference shares shall which payment has been made that bentures mortgage debentures or
hundred thousand po"nds uPon
any
sum the Company nays interest at the have as the same may have been de- each of such shares is reduced in other investments or securities either
rate of five cent per annum payable termined by the Company in general amount by a sum equal to the amount fully or partly paid.
preferably to dividend on the ordi- meeting. The memorandum shall be of the payment so made thereon and
Powers of Company.
nary shares and it is expedient that filed with the Registrar of Joint Stock is a fully paid two pound ordinary
11.
The Company may in addition
to
the Company should be empowered
Companies and the register of mem- share and that fully paid up prefer- to any powers of investment which
repay to all or any of the sharehold- bers of the Company shall thereupon ence shares are to be registered in the Company now possess exercise the
Whenever the names of the holders of such following
ers holding the said shares the pre- be altered accordingly.
powers within the United
shares in respect of each of the shares
paid portion thereof if such sharePreference Shares Converted Into
as well as beyond the same
Kingdom
or
holders or any of them so desire
fully paid up as before mentioned and (that is to say) :
Stock.
to convert the said prepaid part into such division is made the preference the terms and conditions as to prior(a) Purchase or otherwise
preference shares or stock if such shares shall ipso facto be converted ity of ranking dividends and otherwise property heritable or moveable acquire
real or
snareholders or any of them so desire: into preference stock and the certifl applicable to the said preference
in particular businesses
and
personal
of
the
indebtedness
and
members
shares
register
And whereas the total
cates issued in respect of the shares
claims debts rights and privileges
of the Company in respect of moneys so divided shall be given up to the of the Company shall be altered ac- choses-in-actioshares stocks bonds
sum
of
amounts
to
the
eight Company to be cancelled or the loss cordingly;
borrowed
debentures demortgages
obligations
e
thousand or destruction thereof proved to the Preference Shares Converted Into
hundred
and ninety-ninbenture stock scrip securities goods
t
ninety-eighand
pounds
Stock.
eight hundred
satisfaction of the directors and new
wares inventions
patents or patent
two shillings and eight pence made up certificates shall be issued in respect
(f) Whenever such division Is made rights licenses concessions and the
as follows:
of the ordinary shares and preference the preference shares shall ipso facto like and merchandise of every kind
1. Perpetual debentures bearing in- stock
be converted into preference stock and description or any estate share or
resulting from such division.
242,100 0 0 Power to
terest at four per centum,
Sums Paid in Advance and the certificates issued in respect interest therein and that by way of
Repay
stock
debenture
2.
Redeemable
of Calls and Divide Shares With
of the said shares so divided shall be investment mortgage lease or othercentum,
at
four
per
interest
bearing
to One Portion.
given up to the Company and shall be wise howsoever and carry On any
Preference
488,439 19 6.
Share Certificates to Be Surrendered business or assist others in so doing
5.
or
The
all
Company may repay
3. Terminable debentures and deand New Certificates Issued.
in any manner and on any terms that
any of the sums heretofore paid in ad
169,358 3 2.
posits,
cancelled or the loss or destruction may be considered desirable and also
vance
to
calls
holders
of
the
shares
of
899,898 2 8.
Total,
in thereof proved to the satisfaction of expend money in experimenting upon
And whereas it is expedient that the in respect of which sudh payment
the directors and new certificates shah and testing and developing or improvare
from
made
who
advance
been
has
borrowing powers of the Company time to
be issued in respect of the ordinary ing or seeking to develop or improve
to
such
time willing
accept
should be denned and restricted:
and the Company may in shares and preference stock resulting any property rights or others which
And whereas the Company is not repayment
the Company may acquire or propose
case
such of the holders of from such division.
of
and the
empowered by its Memorandum
to acquire;
Stock
of
Preferable
Preference
to
will
are
from
time
shares
time
Rights
who
or RegulaArticles of Association
7.
or
stock
The
shares
to
same
divide
the
preference
the
accept
(b) Lend money to any government
tions to acquire or amalgamate with ing
is to say created in terms of this Act may con- public body trust or authority (sutwo
into
shares
that
shares
is
it
expedient
any other Company and
preference shares of sist of different classes or series which preme municipal local or otherwise)
that the Company should have such into fully paid
eight pounds each and issued on suciii may have different rights as regards company partnership person body o)
power:
terms and conditions as to priority oi priority of ranking dividends or oth- persons or association without or upAnd whereas the Company of its
dividends and otherwise as erwise subject to the conditions fol- on security of their or his undertakMemorandum of Association as amend- ranking
determined
be
by the Company in lowing (that is to say):
may
ing property estate assets and effects
ed by special resolution and
(a) Each class or series shall be or any part thereof upon such terms
into fully paid
and
meeting
general
in
the
Session
of
Court
firmed by the
shares of two pounds each. entitled to a fixed cumulative prefer- as may be deemed expedient and
year one thousand eight hundred and ordinary
The
shall file a memorandum ential dividend at such rate per cen where there is security take such
directors
ninety-tlhre- e
has only power to invest
the
of Joint Stock tum per annum and running from such either in tlhe shape of bonds mortwith
Registrar
money on the security of real estate
to any lot or date or dates as may be fixed at the gages mortgage debentures or debenin
relation
in the United States of America and Companies
which may time of its creation;
shares
lots
of
ture shares or stock or in any other
preference
exis
the Dominion of Canada and it
(b) On any return of capital to the form ;
in
lieu
and
be
issued
place of sums
of
powers
the
Company's
that
pedient
paid in advance of calls as aforesaid shareholders whether under a wind
(c) Hold improve manage develop
investment should be enlarged and ex- which
memorandum shall set forth the ing up of the Company or otherwise sell feu lease mortgage or otherwise
tended:
numbers of the shares dealt witJh and no payment shall be made in respect use or dispose of any
of the
And whereas the purposes aforesaid
terms and conditions as to priori of any ordinary shares or ordinary assets estate and effectsportion
of the Comcannot be effected without the au- the
ty of ranking dividends and other- stock in the Company until there have pany and for such purpose carry on
thority of Parliament:
which such preference shares been paid to the holders of the pref- work or develop any business or propwise
PLEASE
MAY IT THEREFORE
shall
have and the register of mem- erence shares or stock the amount erty of any kind in which the ComYOUR MAJESTY, That it may be Enbers
of
the Company shall thereupon paid up on the preference shares or pany may be interested or concur with
acted and Be it Enacted by the King's
toWhenever stock held by them respectively
be
altered
accordingly.
others in so doing or employ others
Most Excellent Majesty by and with
dividend
with
any
payable so to
gether
Preference Share to Be Converted
do;
the advice and consent of the Lords
thereon up to the date of repayment;
Into Stock.
(d) Undertake and execute the ofSpiritual and Temporal and Comsuch
that
after
payment
Provided,
mons in this present Parliament as- such division is made the preference shall have been made the holders of fice of trustee executor receiver factor
or liquidator and undertake and exesembled and by the authority of the shares shall ipso facto be converted the
preference shares or stock shall cute all kinds of trusts both public
into preference stock and tJhe certifi not be
same as follows (tttiat is to say):
to
thereof
entitled in respect
and private and perform and carry on
cates issued in respect of the shares
Short Title.
further in the surplus asbusifor all so divided shall be given up to the participate
1. This Act may be cited
or remaining capital of the Com- the various duties and kinds of
sets
ness incident to and connected therepurposes as "The Scottish American Company and shall be cancelled or the pany:
Act loss or destruction thereof proved to
with either gratuitously or otherwise;
Company Limited,
Mortgage
(c) In the event of different class(e) Act as agents for any govern1903," and shall come into operation the satisfaction of the directors and es or series of
preference shares or ment public body trust or authority
new certificates shall be 'issued in reon the passing of this Act.
stock having been created with differ(supreme municipal local or otherspect of the ordinary shares and pref- ent
Interpretation.
rights inter se as regards priority wise) or for any persons partnership
dierence
from
such
stock
words
resulting
2. In this Act the following
or otherwise
of ranking dividends
partners associations joint stock and
and expressions when occurring in vision.
they shall be repaid as aforesaid in other companies whether domiciles in
in
Advance their respective order of priority;
this Act shall have the respective Payments Hereafter Made
the United Kingdom or 'elsewhere and
of Calls to Be Converted Into
meanings in this section assigned to
(d) All rights regarding priority of that not
only in the conduct of any
to
Preference Stock.
them (that is
say):
ranking dividends or otherwise shall business but also in the issue of
"The Directors" mean the board of
6. The directors may from time to be determined on the creation of each
directors of the Company for tlhe time time by resolution determine to offer different class or series of preference shares stocks bonds obligations debentures and debenture stock scrip and
being and includes any committee to to the holders of the ordinary shares shares or stock and shall in each case
which the powers or duties by this the option of paying up in full in ad- be set forth in a memorandum under securities of every kind and descripAct conferred on the directors may vance of calls all or any of the ordi- the common seal of the Company tion and the undertaking and guaranof such issues and the guaranbe delegated by them;'
nary .shares held by them respectively which tlhe directors shall file with the teeing
to the holders the due payteeing
"The regulations of the Company" on the footing that the amount so Registrar of Joint Stock Companies. ment of
principal and interest either
or
shall
Association
in
of
of
mean the Articles
each share
respect
paid up
Voting Powers.
or
both
of
shares stocks bonds obliother Regulations for the time being in accordance with the provisions of 8. Every holder of preference stock
debenture stock
debentures
this Act be converted into fully paid or preference shares created in terms gationsand securities and tlhe
of the Company;
making of
scrip
of this Act shall be entitled to one loans upon the security thereof either
"Ordinary shares" mean the ordi- preference shares of eight pounds
as
terms
conditions
on
and
such
each
vote for every twenty pounds nominal to governments public bodies trusts or
nary shares issued at the date of the
and of such stock or shares held by him
passing of this Act and whidh shall to priority of ranking dividends
authorities aforesaid associations joint
be from time to time thereafter is- otherwise as may be determined by and a holder of less than twenty stock and other companies or to prisued by virtue of the exercise of pow- the Company in general meeting and pounds thereof shall not be entitled vate persons partners or partnerships;
ers contained in the regulations of that the ordinary shares so paid up in respect thereof to any vote and
(f) Carry on any other businesses
the Company and include the ordinary in full shall be reduced by a sum equal every holder of ordinary shares or or- which may seem to the Company to
shares as from time to time existing to the amount so paid up thereon and dinary stock for the time being shall be capable of being conveniently cap
hv virtue of anv addition, alternation thereafter be regarded as fully paid be entitled to one vote for every or- ried on in connection with the exeror reduction under the provisions of shares of two pounds each and in the dinary share and to one vote for every cise of the powers authorized by this
event of such determination the fol- two. pounds of ordinary stock held by Act or calculated to enhance the value
this Act.
lowing provisions shall have effect him and a holder of less than two of or render
profitable any of the
Power to Increase Capital and Create
(that is to say) :
stock Company's property or rights;
pounds nominal of ordinary
Preference Shares.
Notice of Option,
o
shal not be entitled to any vote.
The Company may at any time
(g) Procure the Company or any
of
such
time
of
Notice
its
the
to
increase
captime
Powers to Borrow Money.
other company to be incorporated or
passing
(a)
and from
9.
The Company may borrow or registered in the United Kingdom or
ital to such extent and on such terms resolution shall he given' to all the
to
rankshares
of
as
of
holders
raise
paid
conditions
partly
money from any person cor- in any colony dependency state terripriority
ordinary
and
ad- poration or company within or beyond tory
province or foreign country or
ing dividends and otherwise as the by letter posted to the registered
deholders
such
head
disfrom
in
the
the
of
to
United
of
do
dress
general
whatever else is necessary or
meeting
way
may
Kingdom
by
Company
termine and the shares forming the office of the Company in Edinburgh count cash credit or overdraft or up- expedient in order to comply with or
capital of the Company original or in- and such notice shall state the terms I on bond debenture debenture stock defer to the laws and customs of such
creased may be divided into different and conditions as to priority of rank- mortgage bill promissory note or re- colony dependency state territory proclasses and may (have such guarantee ing dividends voting and otherwise ceipt or in any other manner and vince or foreign country;
(h) Do all acts which may seem
preference or other privilege as be attached to the preference shares grant security for all or any of such
Certificate

of Comparison.

j

g

j
j

n

e

x

n

ENDORSED:

or convenient for carrying
transacting any business of the j
Company either in the United King
necessary

on or

Foreign;
No. 6389,
Cor. Rec'd Vol. C, Page 5".
Certified Copy of Articles of Incor-

dom or the colonies or dependencies
thereof or in any foreign country or

state and aimoint a trustee or trustees poration of The Scottish American
to hold any property
heritable or Mortgage Company Limited
Filed in office of Secretary of New
moveable real or personal on behalf
j

of the Company;
Mexico, April 5, 1910; 2 p. m.
NATHAN JAFFA,
ii Do all or any of the matters
aforesaid either alone or in conjuncSecretary
tion with any other company trust
Compared C. F. K. to E. F. C.
Territory of New Mexico,
corporation or person.
County of Santa FV. ss.
Act and Memorandum to Be Lodged
hereby certify that this instrument
With Registrar.
was filed for record on the (Jth day of
12.
The Company shall forward to
A. I)., 1910, at 3 o'clock p. m.,
the Registrar of Joint Stock Compa- April,
was
and
duly recorded in Book one
nies a copy of this Act which shall be
of the records of Corpor. page 377 on
filed by him and if such copy be not
this fith day of April, A. D- - 1910.
forwarded within three months after
Witness my hand and Seal of office.
the passing of this Act or if any memGEO. W. ARMIJO,
orandum sealed pursuant to this Act
P. C. and Recorder. Santa Fe Co. N. M.
be not. filed with the registrar aforeJ. T. SANDOVAL, Deputy.
said within fourteen days after it is
Incorporation Certificate.
so sealed the Company shall incur a:
'
ot .New .Mexico,
('rr'Ory
for
penalty not exceeding two pounds
umce oi uie secretary.
every day after the expiration of such
I. Nathan Jaffa, Secretary of the
respective periods during which the
of New Mexico, do hereby
copy or memorandum is omitted to be Territory
forwarded and every director or man- certify that there was filed for record
ager of the Company who knowingly in this office at two o'clock p. m. on
and wilfully authorizes or permits the fifth day of April, A. D. 1910; Copy
of The
such default, shall incur a like penalty of Articles of Incorporation
and every penalty under this Act shall Scottish American Mortgage Company
Limited, No. G3S9, Certified from Scotbe recoverable summarily.
There shall be paid to the Registrar land.
to transact
That it is authorized
by the Company on such copy being
registered the like fee as is for the business in this Territory, and that
lime being payable under the Compa- the business is such as may be lawnies Act 1862 on registration of any fully transacted by corporations of
document otJher than a memorandum this Territory.
Wherefore, the corporators named
of association.
in
the said articles and who have signReferences to Shares in Testamentary
ed the same, and their successors and
Instruments.
are hereby declared to be
13.
In any instrument executed be- assigns,
from this date until the fifth day of
fore the passing of this Act references
a
to shares of the Company existing be- April. Nineteen Hundred and Sixty,
name and for the
the
corporation
by
be
shall
Act
fore the passing of this
construed as references to the ordi- purposes set forth in said articles.
(riven under my hand and the Great
nary shares and to the preference Seal of the
Territory of New Mexico,
stock and preference shares of thr
at the City of Santa Fe, the Capital,
testain
case
of
and
the
any
Company
on this fifth day of April, A. D. 1910.
mentary instrument executed before
NATHAN JAFFA,
the passing of this Act any disposi- (Seal.)
of New Mexico.
Secretary
this
tion which but for the passing of
Certificate of Comparison.
Act would have operated as a specific
Territory of New Mexico.
bequest of any such
Office of the Secretary.
shares shall be construed as a spe
I, Nathan Jaffa. Secretary of the
cific bequest of the ordinary shares
and preference stock and preference Territory of New Mexico, do hereby
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